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Chapter 1
Preliminaries
1.1 Introduction
In 1999 the video-performance artist Sonia Khurana presented her video-installation
Bird and provoked radical reactions in the contemporary Indian art scene (Wo¨rgo¨tter
2002: 158). The looping video (fig.1-2) shows in unsteady, moving pictures the body
of a naked and overweight young female - the artist herself is the protagonist of her
artistic work which tries in a clumsy and tragically ironic way to leave gravity and fly
from a wooden box. The video Bird deals with the human body and the attempt of a
failed flight, as discussed in detail in a later chapter. Khurana’s work appears radical in
various aspects, as she uses the naked female body, without any masquerade or clothing
to pronounce her focus, which lies on the representation of the body itself, not on any
intended stereotype or form. Furthermore the artist shows her own overweight figure
which breaks with established beauty ideals and traditional and modern connotations
of femininity. In numerous ways Khurana challenges the conventional use of the female
body and its representation in Indian art and media, to pronounce her own struggle
with society and culture.
Throughout history, perceptions and images of the female gender and body have
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been shaped through art, literature and theatre. Based on canonical scriptures and
classical poetry beauty ideas and stereotypes have been established in Indian culture,
where the female gender and body emerge idealized. Especially women’s beauty, vitality
and sexuality have been celebrated in Indian art and became represented in a sacred
as well as in a profane context (Mitter 2001: 77). Over centuries the stylized female
shape with perfect proportions proclaimed a youthful body with full breasts, slim waist
and broad hips. This norm dominated art and further regulated the ideal picture of the
Indian woman. Ancient norms and conventions about the female sex became mingled
with rural traditions to form perceptions, which are present until today (Mode 1970: 42-
43). While the sensuous and voluptuous female body was celebrated and worshipped
in art, women were suppressed and denounced in Indian society. As their freedom
of appearance and engagement in public became regulated due to traditional scriptures
and customs,1 women obtained a low status in the patriarchal communal system (Mitter
2001: 82).
Men took a central position in the creation of female stereotypes and regulation
of womanhood as mostly male scholars and priests authored classical scriptures and
played a dominant role in the south Asian society (Sen 2002: 10f). In this process the
female sex was modeled and represented after men’s imagination as they emphasized
the qualities desirable in a woman to them. Thus the female sex appeared based on
men’s vision and became equalized to the passive ”object of sight” (Berger 1972: 47).
A change in the self-perception and representation of women came along with
women’s emancipation movements in the late 19th and early 20th century (Trivedi
2010: 189). Concurrently female artists started to alter the traditional way of see-
ing women and redefined the expression and symbolical meaning of the female shape.
The Indian-Hungarian painter Amrita Sher-Gil, who influenced upcoming generations
1Scriptures, such as the stri¯dharmapaddhati would include a list of duties, behavioural rules, dress
codes and customs that women should respect in order to be considered as good wife and honourable
female. Leslie (1995)
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of artists through her new and thoughtful approach, contributed significantly to this
process. She was the first female painter who developed a new morphology and ap-
proached the female shape as a site to express the protagonist’s own emotional and
psychical state. Following Sher-Gil’s new impulse, female artists brought a change in
the perception and use of the woman’s body in Indian modern and contemporary art.
Simultaneously with the women’s movements in the seventies, feminist artists critically
questioned traditional stereotypes and the conventional binary idea of gender and it’s
characteristics, by taking them beyond the boundary idea of sexual contrariety (Ka-
pur 2007: 79). As mainly female artists deal with the images of the women’s body
in Indian art, it is due to them that the way the body is seen evolved (Kapur 1997:
180). Furthermore, by exploring and performing art at the cutting edge of art practice,
women increasingly introduced their understanding of female sexuality and physicality
(Kapur 2007: 93). The analysis of contemporary artworks, such as the performance
Bird, suggests a radical change in the understanding and depiction of the female body
in Indian art.
Focusing on the female shape, the present study investigates the variations in the
illustration of women in contemporary art. A special focus is drawn on female artists
and their approach to the female body as a site to express critical communal and
feminist issues. Concurrently several questions of form and application of the female
body appear. How is it described and positioned in contemporary Indian art and what
significance does it take? Which topics are raised and expressed through the female
shape, does it serve as the site to critique and question social norms and systems? How
do female artist represent women and does the video Bird exemplify a new form of body
awareness that frees the female figure from its voyeuristic connotation and repositions
it as a symbol of universal matter?
In order to provide a substantiated discussion and analysis of the diverse artworks
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wide-ranging subsequent questions about the body should be kept in mind. Which po-
sition and significance does the body, especially the female body, take in Indian society?
Which pictures, stereotypes and ideas are transported and conveyed through body im-
ages in Indian culture? Starting point of the following research is the hypothesis that
women artists approach the female body not only to change conventional stereotypes
and redefine notions of gender and womanhood, but also to address social topics, which
are of universal concern. In order to understand the location of the body within con-
temporary Indian art, the present paper includes a theoretical discussion of body and
gender theories.
1.1.1 Content
This paper is divided into three different parts. While the preliminaries will focus on
terminology and provide the reader with a theoretical basis for further discussion, the
second chapter investigates history and the way women are depicted in Indian art.
Beginning with a short summary of classical concepts and their development in the
past, it will further include research on beauty ideals that were re-established during
the colonial era through academic art institutions and political agents. In the late
19th century the notion of the Oriental Beauty, which characterized the female body as
sensuous and voluptuous was placed next to the image of Bha¯rat Ma¯ta¯ - mother India,
which stressed the sacred and spiritual qualities of women. These conventions were
mingled with traditional forms of representation entrenched in Indian culture. Amrita
Sher-Gil was the first artist to break these conventional stereotypes regarding women
and revolutionized the illustration of the female sex. Therefore the second section is
dedicated to the artwork and life of this exceptual painter.
The following sections will concentrate on contemporary artists. Even if Amrita
Sher-Gil paved the way for upcoming female painters it was not until the late sixties
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and seventies that an increasing number of female art students appeared in the Indian
art world. This shift stands in close connection with social developments and the rising
of women’s movements. Following a historical and political introduction a special focus
on five selected contemporary women artists will be done, as it is due to them that the
way the female body is represented in Indian art altered (Kapur 1997: 180). Accordingly
the following paper will concentrate only on women. Through the discussion of their
artworks and lives, central questions related with this research should be answered. How
is the female body used, described and positioned in contemporary Indian art? Is there
a new form of body awareness visible among feminist artists?
Out of the great number of powerful and influential artists of the 20th and 21st
century special attention will be placed on Anupam Sud, Gogi Saroj Pal, Rekha Rod-
wittiya, Pushpamala N. and Sonia Khurana. Although there is no uniform voice, each
one introduces a different approach towards the female body and works in diverse media.
An interconnection between the artworks of the women in this research is their overall
focus on the female body and its use as a symbolically loaded object to address feminist
and social issues. These artists are well established in the contemporary Indian art
scene and their work is discussed and exhibited nationally and internationally. As the
present thesis is based on printed media, catalogues and publications, it was important
to select artists where funded literature and art historical disquisitions are available in
Europe.
The conclusion will provide an overview of the discussed women and summarize the
findings in regard with the present research questions. To include the drawn picture
and to complete the present paper a short summary should outline the current situation
in Indian society and investigate the question how the female body is perceived in
contemporary Indian culture.
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1.1.2 Method
As research on the body and its image can be seen as an inter- and trans-disciplinary
exploration, the present paper contains more than a study on art history. It addresses
wider social issues by including anthropological and ethnical accounts as well as gender
studies and feminist writings. While the preliminaries will provide the reader with a
theoretical framework through the summary of body theories, the following analysis
of Indian art will be based on detailed descriptions and a comparative discussion of
composition, iconography, form, colour and style. All descriptions rest upon prints
from catalogues and publications. Articles and interviews given by the artists enrich
further interpretations of their art works. Equally to these primary sources, the paper
relies upon art theories and investigations done by renowned art historians. Including
historical details and biographical notes should provide an integrated understanding
for the various artists and their work. Through a comprehensive approach and the
inclusion of different scholastic theories a substantiated basis for the understanding and
interpretation of contemporary Indian art should be given. Focusing on the female body,
the present paper investigates a scarcely explored field in contemporary art history,
which definitely deserves further analysis.
1.1.3 Frame of Research
The present paper is based on readings in social and political analysis, gender studies,
feminist writings, semiotics and theories of art. As the decisive literature for the theo-
retical concept will be summarized in the upcoming sections, this paragraph will focus
on investigations done by art historians, who paid special attention to female artists.
Several art historians have stressed the fact that women especially focus on the female
shape and its mode of representation to place it outside of traditional conventions.
In 1996 Gayatri Sinha edited the book, Expressions & Evocations: Contemporary
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Women Artists of India, which contains short essays of various scholars, discussing
established Indian painters and sculptors, including Anupam Sud and Gogi Saroj Pal.
Already in the introduction Sinha has pointed out, that female artists work in their
depiction of women against conventional stereotypes (Sinha 1996: 9) - an assumption
that is attested to the given art characteristics. In her later (2002) published essay,
”Feminism and Women Artists in India”, which is contained in the book Contemporary
Indian Art: Other Realities, Sinha suggests, that the female body is used by feminist
artists as a site of conflict, dispute and veneration (Sinha 2002: 59). The historian
suggests that through the fragmentation of the body artists criticize the objectification
of women, the archetypal feminine serves to state concerns of womanhood and self-
expression, and through a metaphoric interpretation of the female shape artists address
issues concerning life, death and violence (Sinha 2002: 59-70).
The art historian Geeti Sen has published in 2002 her book, Feminine Fables: Imag-
ing the Indian Woman in Painting, Photography and Cinema, which includes five essays
written by Sen examining different roles and pictures women embody in Indian culture
and society. Especially the second chapter focuses on the way females are presented in
Indian art and introduces three contemporary artists Gogi Saroj Pal, Kanchan Chander
and Arpita Singh, who work with canvas and sculpture. In her analysis Sen has pointed
out, that contemporary women painters approach the naked body with a certain kind of
directness and fortitude, which frees it form its usual idealized or voyeuristic position.
Further the scholar argues, that female artists increasingly study the female body as
an abstract form, rather than relying on the real physiognomy of a woman (Sen 2002:
83). Marry-Ann Milford-Lutzker proposes a similar approach towards feminist art, as
has been stated by Gayatri Sinha and Geeti Sen. In her article ”Five Artists from
India. Gogi Saroj Pal, Rekha Rodwittiya, Navjot, Anupam Sud, Rummana Hussain”,
which was published in 2002 in the Woman’s Art Journal she pronounces the impor-
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tance of feminine symbols which are embedded in India’s mythological, religious and
political past and used by feminist artists to critique women’s status in Indian soci-
ety. Furthermore, these symbols serve as an allegory for holy India, and according to
Milford-Lutzker draw connections to the notion of Bha¯rat Ma¯ta¯ (Milford-Lutzker 2002:
27).
Focusing on lens based art, Geeta Kapur investigated in her article, ”Gender Mo-
bility: Through the Lens of Five Women Artists in India”, which was published 2007
in the exhibition catalogue Global Feminism, how contemporary artists approach ques-
tions of gender and representation. As already stated in an earlier article, (”Body as
Gesture: Women Artists at Work” - 1997), the art historian outlines the process, how
women translate their experiences into art and form. Further the scholar emphasizes,
that by handling their experiences differently than their male colleges, female artists
abstract the semiotic of the body and use it as a linguistic sign to critique cultural and
social representations (Kapur 1997: 180). Additionally Kapur suggests, that lens-based
artists, such as Sonia Khurana, increasingly leave the pronounced feminist discourse on
the body behind to rearticulate issues regarding assumed identities (Kapur 2007: 93).
Although all scholars have dealt with images of women and feminist art, a compre-
hensive work, focusing solely on the female body is lacking. Here the present treatise
attempts to make a small contribution in this wide-ranging field of investigation.
1.2 Theoretical Background
The decisive question in relation with this paper is, which body concepts are related
with the female figure and its representation and how is it understood and interpreted in
an Indian cultural context? As the term body includes multiple ways of interpretation
and meaning, in the following paragraphs a common understanding for the positioning
and content of the human shape should be given. How is the body seen in India, and
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especially how is the female body-perception influenced and formed through society and
history? The following section will offer a summary of body theories based on an an-
thropological and ethnical discourse. Thus research on the body and its representation
can be approached as a multi-disciplinary and an inter- and transnational investigation,
therefore the upcoming discussion will include theories of Indian and western anthro-
pologists, ethnologists, art historians and gender studies. First the modes by which
the body is described and perceived in an anthropological discussion should be out-
lined, followed by a special focus on feminist theory and body understanding leading
to concepts through which women are seen in society. Certainly each of the following
expressions is capable of considerable further expansion, both in terms of interpretation
and examination of sources. Further it has to be pointed out that the sources used here
do not form a cohesive set in terms of their spatial and temporal origin.
1.2.1 Body Concepts
The Body in Indian Cultures
Certainly Indian perspectives of the human body have been shaped and influenced by
classical scriptures, which propose wide ranging understandings, techniques and compi-
lations dealing with the human being. Either the body was seen as a holy or religious
vehicle to reach liberation and embody a spiritual force or as an obstacle in this process.
Brahmanism would reduce the body to spirit and heart as decisive powers and on the
contrary the Sa¯m˙khya system would include thought and feeling in the physicality, to
unite body, action and thinking (Michaels & Wulf 2011: 2-8).2 Furthermore beside
canonical teachings, a vast rural tradition and cult about the body in India existed.
Traditionally the vision of the individual body, which is placed in relation to a social
2The great amount of Indian philosophical approaches towards the body can not be included in this
short introduction, as each system would deserve a comprehensive paper for its own.
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and cosmic order, forms an important part of Indian thoughts. As a local unit within
a broader system, the subjective and autonomous reading of the body changes entirely
and as part of a wider plane the single body is perceived as a manifestation of both, an
individual personality and a complex world (Michaels & Wulf 2011: 10).
According to Michaels and Wulf (Michaels & Wulf 2011: 7 ff.) the prevailing Indian
body concepts transformed in the last 150 years into two major phases (1860 till 1920
and 1920 till 1970) as a result of intercultural exchange. While in the mid 19th century
nationalist intellectuals described the body with political motives to configure a ”Hindu
science of the living body”, after 1920 a new understanding arose. Influenced through
a lively ”Orientalism”, coming from a mixture of cultural relativism, spirituality and
political intentions, an integral body understanding was emphasized. This idea was
set in contrast to the strict academic system of western traditions. During this period
special attention was drawn to ancient texts, to prove that a holistic theory of the body
is rooted in old Hindu traditions. Emphasizing a connection between ancient theories,
science and public believes, should unite tradition with modern thinking (Michaels &
Wulf 2011: 7). After the seventies, body concepts changed with an increasingly ap-
pearing counter-culture that stressed medical anthropology and the idea of ”another
body”. The ongoing dialogue between spiritual Indian and materialistic western body
concepts as well as a differentiated understanding of the body and its image influence
both societies to this day (Michaels & Wulf 2011: 8). Thus, the following paragraph
will introduce an overview of body concepts which are discussed in social science in the
western civilization.
The Body in Western Cultures
In the thirties of the 20th century the French sociologist and ethnologist Marcel Mauss
has propound his theory of the body as the first and most natural instrument of the
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human and defined in his essay Notion de technique du corps, pattern and techniques
through which the person socializes his body. In this process, the social nature, ”habi-
tus” is described by existing and acquired habits, abilities and gestures of the person,
formed through their social background, community, educational system, imitation, gen-
der, costumes and so forth. According to Mauss, humans are using their body and in
this process he proposes a dualistic viewing of it, as given by nature and formed through
society (Mauss 1950: 199-206). Likewise the German sociologist Helmut Plessner de-
scribed the duality within human existence as being the body (Ko¨rpersein) and having
a body (Ko¨rperhaben) and discussed the interaction between these two aspects (Pless-
ner 1975: 288 ff.).3 Following Plessners approach Robert Gugutzer inferred that the
human body includes the duality of being and having: ”Der menschliche Ko¨rper ist die
Zweiheit von Sein und Haben” (Gugutzer 2004: 146). This duality should not lead into
a separation of the body into two but rather describes an entity of these complementary
aspects within one embodiment. ”Ko¨rpersein und Ko¨rperhaben sind zwei untrennbar
miteinander verbundene Facetten menschlichen Daseins, die sich beide wechselseitig be-
dingen” (Gugutzer 2004: 146). These two aspects of the human are not fixed or set but
historically and culturally dependent and modifiable (Gugutzer 2004: 146f).
According to Veena Das, the underlying concept that the body is something given
in nature is characteristic to symbolic anthropology. Here the bodily experiences, which
seem universally shared, emerge rather concrete than abstract in nature (Das 1985:
180). On the contrary the scholar has pronounced the thought that the body emerges
primarily ”culturally created” as in ”the moment we look at the body as a system of
meanings rather than as biological substance, it ceases to be merely given” (Das 1985:
181). Following the anthropologists approach, Michaels and Wulf have argued that:
...even there, where its [the body’s] ’naturalness’ is asserted, it deals with a
3Furthermore Plessner developed in his anthropological approach a sophisticated concept, where
the human is seen in a constant exchange with his surrounding (Plessner 1975: 293 ff.).
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historical/cultural concept with whose help it is ’forgotten’ that each form
of ’naturalness’ of the body is an historical/cultural design of ’nature’ and
in most cases serves to show certain casts and mouldings of the body as un-
questionable, unchangeable, and beyond criticism. (Michaels & Wulf 2011:
14)
By questioning the naturalness of the body, it thus appears as primarily created by
society. In relation with this approach numerous publications emphasize the relationship
between embodiment and social behavior (Turner 1994; Turner 1996; Thapan 2009;
Michaels & Wulf 2011).
Focusing on a cultural context Bryan Turner draws attention to the status of the
body in interconnection with a ”somatic society”, which he described as ”a society
within which major political and personal problems are both problematized in the body
and expressed through it” (Turner 1996: 1). Therefore, the body appears in modern
days more and more as a site of expression, discussion, suppression, control and revo-
lution. Consequently the natural body becomes an object, that can be formed in the
process of identity production due to personal references and understandings as science
and medicine provide the technical assistance to alter the anatomical sex and natural
physicality.
Thus, the exchanged object - body - emerges as an expression of the modern soul
or psyche, which Turner calls the ”representational self”. This self and its ”value and
meaning is ascribed to the individual by the shape and image of their external body,
or more precisely, through their body-image” (Turner 1996: 23). In this process of
transformation from physical matter to a series of discourses, a radical tendency to
misrecognize the social nature of the body and its connection with other bodies is
noticeable (Turner 1994: 28).
In social science in the West the body became an object for anthropological investiga-
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tion and was split into the natural, sexual and socially formed body, Indian traditions
also distinguished the spiritual body. As a result of globalization and intercultural
exchange, modification and individual embodiment is stressed in eastern and western
modern cultures. Especially the performativity of the human body is investigated as a
social practice by which the endless possibilities of materialization are explored. As the
body can be understood as a medium of corporal expression in space, time and society,
as subjective source, or intersubjective ground of experience and lived matter of gender,
(Thapan 2009: 3) it appears as variable, constantly shifting between the physical, the
symbolical and the sociological. Dependent on the given surrounding and discourse,
the body appears less as a product, but rather as an open process which is capable of
consistent development.
1.2.2 Body Image
As discussed in the previous paragraphs, the assumed modern soul or self, seen as either
spiritual, psychological, social or cultural, has to incorporate through an external body
to communicate and experience life. Subsequently questions concerning the human
manifestation arise. Can the external body be seen as body image and what does it
express and represent in modern society? According to the German art historian Hans
Belting the body image appears as an enriched symbol of meaning rather than a simple
representation of natural matter. In his sophisticated work Bild-Anthropologie (2001)
Belting has constructed his defined concept of ”Ko¨rperbilder” - body images, which
predominantly present something absent.4
Da Bilder traditionell das Abwesende sichtbar machen, kompensiert man die
Unsicherheit u¨ber den Ko¨rper mit seiner Pra¨senz im Bilde, womit sich der
4Belting demonstrates, that body images developed from the tradition of memoriam images (Toten-
bilder), where the newly created picture would take the position of the dead person and therefore
present something absent. Furthermore the body image provides the possibility to alter the natural
appearance by adding absent qualities or characteristics (Belting 2001: 111).
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u¨bliche Sinn einer Abbildung umkehrt. (Belting 2001: 111)
By adjusting the individual representation in the image the overall insecurity about one’s
own physicality is covered, which leads to the result, that the original concept of por-
trayal is reversed. Further Belting suggests, that the term ”image” includes more than
the notion of perception, but emerges as ”Resultat einer perso¨nlichen oder kollektiven
Symbolisierung,” and can only be grounded on an anthropological approach (Belting
2001: 11). Due to the scholar the terms image and body exist in close connection, thus
the body can be seen as a symbolic representation of the human being. Consequently
the human embodies in his appearance a body (Erscheinungsko¨rper), which serves for
play, interaction and self-portrayal. Therefore the body itself is a representation of
something, even before it appears in its own image, which presents an altered portrayal
of oneself (Belting 2001: 88-89). In modern societies, the body image takes a predomi-
nant position and absorbs the natural body as the representation of the human being.
Further images become bodies and the difference between both, the natural matter and
the image of it seems to end. Concurrently through the idealization of body images in
art and mass media, which aimed the representation of perfect proportions, harmony
or idealized conceptions, autonomic images appear which no real body can achieve. In
this process an ideal body is drawn and constructed, due to social, artistic and personal
beliefs, which can not substitute for the real body.5 As an image or picture only presents
aspects of the human being, it can be seen as a construct of a fractional or false reality.
Even in photography the strain between the image and the body arise, as the pose and
masquerade which the person in front of the camera embodies, turns the human being
inevitably into an image (Belting 2001: 107 ff.).
Pronouncing the importance of the physical body, Belting suggested, that it serves
artists as important medium to express artistic issues, experiences and personalities.
5This tendency is marked by Beltings discussion of the ”Krise von Bild und Ko¨rper” (Belting 2001:
108).
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Further, the scholar deduced that artists use their own physicality to critique the overall
dominance of medial illustrations.
Der Ku¨nstler stellt am eigenen Ko¨rper und mit dem eigenen Ko¨rper Bilder
her, um sich durch diese ’Realpra¨senz’ gegen die Krise der analogen und
mimetischen Bilder zu behaupten. (Belting 2001: 90)
Taken together, Belting suggests, that the body image, which is dependent on social,
cultural and political influences increasingly absorbs the position of the real body as
the instrument for interaction and embodiment of the human being. Subsequent the
question, if the real body can ever be substituted by body images or if the natural body
divests itself from any analogy in images in which it can deny itself, appears (Belting
2001: 108). Certainly modern societies stress the importance of body images, which are
customized due to commercial media and social beliefs. Progressively the natural body
can not satisfy the universal proclaimed ideal picture of the human self. Rather than
focusing on the body the ideal body image appears as a project that is formed coherent
with the process of identity production due to ones personal impression and perception
which exist in constant exchange with its cultural surroundings.
While the previous paragraphs discussed general body theories, the following section
will focus on the female body and the concepts of gender and womanhood. As the body
appears through multiple forms of interpretation and dependent upon social and cultural
beliefs, subsequent femaleness seems predominantly culturally created.
1.2.3 The Category ’Woman’
Simone de Beauvoir has stated in her decisive work, Le deuxie`me sex that ”one is not
born, but rather becomes, a woman”. One may ask, who is becoming a woman and
when is the human being transformed into a gendered body? Clearly Beauvoir thought
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of the category ’woman’ as a culturally created notion. Coherently she perceived the
concept of gender as an acquired characteristic, rather than a natural distinct fact.
The feminist scholar, Judith Butler has reinforced this idea by pointing out, that the
concept ’woman’ is a fluent and constant changing definition, depending on the cultural
and social environment (Butler 1991: 166). Nobody is born as a woman or with a
set gender, but rather becomes a gendered being, as the body is always recognized
and perceived through its gendered appearance, which rests on conditioned parameters
(Butler 2003: 395).
The Gendered Body
In a conventional understanding, social power relations are dependent on a binary gender
and body perception that divides the anatomical body into a female or male gender.
With the women’s movement this conventional opinion has been critically questioned
as feminist scholars have stressed the fact, that there is no neutral image of gender as
proclaimed by traditional disciplinary, as sociology was essentially a male dominated
field and therefore always male influenced (Turner 1996: 4).
While Beauvoir still differentiated between the biological born sex and the culturally
acquired gender, Judith Butler has rethought this approach. For Beauvoir the anatomi-
cal sex appeared seen as an unchangeable variable and analytical attribute of the human
being, as every human is born sexed. Further gender appeared as a cultural interpre-
tation of this biological fact and therefore was considered a changeable and socially
created characteristic (Butler 1991: 166).
Contrary Butler has pointed out, that by understanding the body as a materializa-
tion of oneself, culture and history, it thus appears as embodiment of possibilities which
are related to historical conventions (Butler 2003: 394). The scholar questions the idea
of a natural body defined by its anatomical sex, as the basis for gender categories (But-
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ler 1991: 24). When body and sex materialize culturally created, they are not distinct
able from the concept of gender, as both emerge as socially dependent notions:
Wenn also das >>Geschlecht <<(sex) selbst eine kulturell generierte
Geschlechter-Kategorie (gendered category) ist, wa¨re es sinnlos, die
Geschletsidentita¨t (gender) als kulturelle Interpretation des Geschlechts zu
bestimmen. (Butler 1991: 24)
As the body is conventionally recognized and perceived through its gendered appear-
ance, it performs within the binary frame of gender understanding to maintain this
social concept. Never the less this process, in which ”the body becomes its gender” is
dependent on various parameters, which are renewed, revised and consolidated through
time (Butler 2003: 395). Butler approaches the gendered body as a constructed idea
that embodies through specific corporal acts and emphasizes the idea of gender iden-
tity, being ”a performative accomplishment compelled by social sanctions and taboos”
(Butler 2003: 393).
Questioning sex as discrete and gender as an expression of sexual characteristics, it
thus appears with multiple possibilities of interpretation and definition. Therefore the
category ’woman’ can be understood as culturally created and socially formed expres-
sion. Meenakshi Thapan proposed that females understand their identity as gendered
subjects in a range of cultural and social areas but equally define themselves through
their own experiences, emotions and thoughts as living selves (Thapan 2009: 116).
These embodied feelings and notions emerge in correlation and exchange within society.
The Female Body in India
In various ways the female body inspires controversy in Indian society. In a traditional
and biological context, it takes multiple images and continuities, as it develops from
childhood to adolescence, to adulthood. In marriage for example the bride should em-
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body virginal purity but concurrently, as proclaimed by life-style magazines, she should
also radiate sensuality, sexual desire and embody perfect feminine beauty and health
(Michaels & Wulf 2011: 13). This ambivalent perception is characteristic to woman-
hood in India, which emerges from national, community, religious and fundamentalist
concepts, which dictate the female to be (Thapan 2009: 11). Especially in the last two
centuries the status of the Indian woman has been defined by her relationships to family,
the colonial project and nation. In a traditional context, Indian women were equalized
with the inner sphere and household and particularly during the colonial period this
concept was reenforced as women and the female body emerged as a socio-political cat-
egory, that had to be protected and determined by government and national movements
(Trivedi 2010: 184). According to Patricia Uberoi, a national identity was constructed
through the creation of the ideal Hindu woman, as her features were derived from clas-
sical concepts (Uberoi 2006: 53).
On the contrary, the modern view of womanhood incorporated a ’self-dependent’
perception. Shaped due to western concepts of modernity and progress elite women
should reach a public presence where they take significant positions in political and
working environments (Thapan 2009: 20). In this way the self-assured Indian woman
should once again represent the nation’s progress and modernity.
Visual and print media take an influential position in the spreading and legitimiz-
ing of a particular image of the female body and Indian womanhood, which follows an
internationally orientated picture. Women and particularly the female body become
idealized and objectified in mass media, advertisements and movies (Uberoi 2006: 51).
Beside the commodification of the female appearance as the exemplary Indian woman,
the female body appears in a sexually ambivalent conception in Bollywood movies (De-
hejia 1997: 127). Fragmented and sexualized close-ups of ’typical’ erotic body-parts,
indicate a permanently seductive picture of the female, which leaves no space for any
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complex idea of female sexuality (Wo¨rgo¨tter 2002: 158). Thus as the female body
appears coarse and vulgar, it is also the primary object of regulation and scrutiny in
relation to censorship (Dehejia 1997: 19).
Taken together, women and the female body thus appear in a constant conflicting
perception in Indian culture and society. While the daily routine of most women is
predominantly asserted by traditional customs of chastity and modesty, women see
and experience a highly eroticized picture of themselves in visual media. A detailed
discussion, how women are depicted in Indian art will be included in the second chapter.
At this point, the idea of womanhood as culturally created attribute, which inher-
ent controversy conceptions, depending on shifting parameters should be pointed out.
As numerous feminist writings have emphasized, women should not be considered as
a biologically driven entity, (Dehejia 1997: 10) rather than a culturally created and
dependent idea. Subsequently it is important to view images of women, womanhood
and the female body in a social political and economic context.
1.2.4 Women - The Object of Sight
In the previous paragraphs, the binary concept of gender, which is characteristic to pa-
triarchal societies, has been discussed. Subsequently the category ’women’ is perceived
differently by men. As indicated in earlier statements, the idea of womanhood is de-
pendent on various social and cultural parameters, which are, in a patriarchal society,
influenced by the male’s imagination.
The art historian John Berger proposed in his theory Ways of Seeing, published in
1972, that images of women are basically formed after male concepts.6 This is dependent
on the different roles that men and women embody in society and through their sexual
relationship. After Berger, men take the position of the active viewer while women
6Principally Berger has based his concept on his analysis of European art.
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take on the position of the passive object of vision. As women grew up and learn to
perceive themselves from their childhood on, they were born within a limited space of
their own definition, influenced by their social surroundings. Women learn to perceive
themselves as ”object of sight” (Berger 1972: 46). Consequently women see themselves
in two forms, as the surveyor and as the surveyed.
But this has been at the cost of a woman’s self being split into two. A woman
must continually watch herself. She is almost continually accompanied by
her own image of herself. (Berger 1972: 46)
Berger induces, that in the appearance of a woman she indicates her own attitude
towards herself as her gestures and expressions describe her vision of herself. The
woman ”turns herself into an object - and most particularly an object of vision: a sight”
(Berger 1972: 47). Within a patriarchal binary understanding of gender roles men define
themselves as the active viewer and producer of images and women as the passive object.
Taken together Berger suggests that throughout history, ”Men act and woman appear.
Men look at women. Women watch themselves being looked at” (Berger 1972: 47).
For centuries images of women in visual and textual art have been shaped by male’s
vision. In Europe, the female was the primary subject in nude oil painting, depicted for
the pleasure of the male spectator (Berger 1972: 54 ff.). According to British scholar
Laura Mulvey through the ”masculinization” of spectatorship, ”the male gaze projects
its fantasy onto the female figure” and therefore women become idealized according to
the male’s prospective (Mulvey 2003: 47). Throughout art, culture and media, indicates
Mulvey, women are depicted as primary motifs for ”the erotic spectacle as she holds
the look up and suggest male desire” (Mulvey 2003: 48). Illustrated corresponding
to common established conventions, which in a patriarchal society are dependent on a
male’s vision, women have learned to appreciate, see and picture themselves according
to these standards. Females receive images of themselves as embodied feminine beings
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and as consumers of products (Thapan 2009: 64), and therefore women learn to see
themselves as the object of vision for consumption.
Concluding Comments
This chapter has examined sociological and anthropological constructions of embodi-
ment, gender and identity. As discussed, the body in modern cultures emerges increas-
ingly as the site of personal, social and political expression, rather than as representation
of nature and biological distinction. Consequently the binary notion of gender is depen-
dent on an intellectual interpretation. Simultaneously with the critical analysis of body
and gender concepts, conventional notions of women and womanhood become scruti-
nized. Ever since the female body appeared fantasized and idealized due to communal
customs and public standards and served as a place for political and national interest,
what than, does womanhood incorporate? And how do women perceive and depict
women?
The following chapter will concentrate on the illustration of women in Indian art, and
investigate how female artists use the female body to critically question the patriarchal
concept of gender and womanhood.
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Chapter 2
Representing the Female Body in
History and Art
2.1 Stereotypes and Beauty Norms
The following introduction shall concentrate primarily on established female beauty
ideals, which were moulded in India’s history and reinterpreted in the 19th century
during the flourishing of academic art institutions. This broad historical framework
will provide the reader with a deeper understanding for the subsequent discussion and
analysis of modern and contemporary Indian art.
Over the last two thousand years Indian women have been fantasized, idealized and
worshipped in ancient texts, poetry, theatre and paintings. These artifacts provided
the foundation for beauty ideals, role models and stereotypes about the female sex and
the woman’s body. Originally composed to picture goddesses and sacred beings, the
descriptions and proportional concepts became as important for secular images. In
this manner, holy and mortal depictions of women became equally sensuous (Dehejia
1997: 13 ff.). As men authored most classical scriptures, their vision and ideas played a
dominant role in generating women’s images and until lately men were the main artificer
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in describing women’s position and appearance in India’s society (Sen 2002: 10).
Classical Notion of Beauty
In classical Indian painting and sculpture the female depiction took a significant position,
as the woman in form of a yaks. i¯ (nature goddess), had a positive connotation and was
linked with nature and fertility (Sen 2002: 11). Female sexuality has been fanatically
celebrated in Indian art and literature, which was essentially a male-dominated sphere
(Mitter 2001: 77). Sanskrit scriptures, such as the s´ilpa s´a¯stra, mention the potency
of women for fecundity, which implies growth, abundance and prosperity. With the fe-
male shape, monumentally sculpted or painted, auspiciousness would become magically
transferred (Dehejia 1997: 6). Materialising the concept of nourishment and fruitfulness,
the artisans configured opulent women, with heavy breasts and wide hips. Canonical
scriptures, such as the vis.n. udharmottara or the s´ilpa s´a¯stra, emphasize the well-defined
proportions of the female body, which includes a thin waist, broad hips and full bosom
(Kramrisch 1995: 39).7
An analogy for the perfect shape, the female body was compared with the image
of a vajra, a double-headed thunderbolt, or the damaru, a waisted drum. Even though
the canonical literature was focusing on sacred images, their norms evolved in patterns,
which were handed down over generations. What was originally used to picture yaks. i¯s
and goddesses, became the proportional concept for worldly images (Dehejia 1997: 13
ff.). Ancient monuments, such as the Buddhist caves in Ajanta, testify to this artistic
development. The bountiful wall paintings in Ajanta (fig.3) show sensuous women, who
were illustrated equally typified as holy females. The overall idealized image portrays
7Beside five types of men, the Vis.n. udharmottara lists five types of women, which proportions and
illustration depends upon the men’s measurement. Based on the male body, the female should be
arranged smaller in size with a thinner waist and appealing breasts. ”Every one (of them) should be
made to reach the shoulders of the man (on her side) in proportion. The waist of a woman should
be made 2 an. gulas thinner than that of a man. The hip (on the other hand) should be made wider,
(by adding) 4 an. gulas. The breast should be made, (oh) king, charming and proportionate to the
measurement of the chest” (Kramrisch 1995: 39).
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the female body with canonical proportions, soft round curves, a round face, long black
hair and big almond-shaped eyes.
Beside the proportional canons, classical literature provided further descriptions to
classify and conventionalize the female sex. In the na¯t.ya s´a¯stra, Bharata mentions
various types of women, calling them devi¯, na¯yika¯ or ga¯n˙ika¯ (Goddess, heroine and
courtesan).8 These different models were originally embodied in Indian theatre and
dramas. As Gayatri Sinha suggested, the created archetypes also found their way into
Indian art and inspired following generations of artists (Sinha 1996: 9).
Indian poems contributed to the mystification of women.9 By describing the fe-
male’s beauty in allegory with nature, the female’s body appears domesticated and
socialized (Sen 2002: 10 ff.). Just as man had to cultivate wilderness to be able to
survive, the wild female character had to be controlled and bound to a male notion
of beauty. Molly Aitken has pointed out that particularly North Indian court poetry
fetishized the women’s appearance through metaphors and hyperboles. By creating a
false notion, Indian literature fabricated female images, which could never be attained
by women (Aitken 1997: 98). Nevertheless, Indian women began to identify and com-
pare themselves with the predominant norms that were prevalent in society. Throughout
history the distinct images of women were illustrated in sacred and secular artifacts and
spread through the Indian subcontinent. North Indian miniature paintings made a vast
contribution in the cultivation of female stereotypes.
8In his categorisation Bharata divides the females between holy and mortal beings and provides the
reader with detailed descriptions of the diverse types of women, due to their heritage and birth. The
portrayal includes visible features, such as the color of the various dresses, jewellery and hairstyle as
well as psychological and physiological characteristics (Kumar 2010a: 958-965). In particular Bharata
focuses on the qualities of three types of women: courtesans, female messengers and heroines. Further-
more he distinguishes between the four stages in the sensual and sexual development of women and
how these phases are embodied in the female’s appearance and body (Kumar 2010b: 1102-1139).
9The ancient Sanskrit writer Ka¯lida¯sa, created idealized images of the female sex in his poets and
dramas and influenced following generations of artists. He conventionally characterizes his protagonists
as, ”Slim, youthful, with the eyes of a frightened doe, fine teeth and red lips like the bimafruit, slim
waisted, deep-navelled, slowed down by the weight of the hips and bent by her full breasts, she is the
best of her gender created by god,” (Mitter 2001: 78).
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Numerous illustrations of the na¯yika¯, which embodies the ideal female grace and
beauty stress the desirable aspects of woman’s appearance. As archetype of the perfect
female courtesan she appears in an elevated position, suggesting that she is the most
beautiful and pleasing woman. Although the represented heroine is not distinguishable
from her attendants (fig.4), as all women are shown with the same grace, body and
gesture, it is the setting, as Aitken has pointed out, that suggests that she is the object
of desire. The na¯yika¯ is commonly set in the centre of the illustration and additionally
becomes framed within the image through a sheet or an architectural detail. Moreover,
admiring attendants surround the courtesan and draw a relationship between the central
woman and the viewer, indicating that she is the object of aspiration and veneration
(Aitken 1997: 82 ff.).10
Taken together, the form of representation transforms the na¯yika¯, into a symbol
of beauty and desire (Aitken 1997: 94). Simultaneously she becomes an icon and
beauty idol that women yearn to be and compare themselves with. Following the well-
established proportional canon, women in miniature paintings are usually illustrated
through a long and slender body with a slim waist, wide hips and round breasts. Big
dark eyes dominate the graceful round faces and long black hair creates a strong contrast
to the light skinned soft bodies.
Similar to John Berger’s concept of ”the male surveyor” Aitken suggests, that
through the representation of the na¯yika¯, female viewers were educated to see beauty
with a male eye and learned the masculine conception of femininity, as meeting this male
notion of femaleness was crucial for the female self-preservation and promotion in north
India. According to Aitken the female masquerade, which is seen in miniature paint-
ings, provides women with a tool to protect themselves, and ”by which women could
10Further conceptual details, such as the accompanied attendants, which try to hide the heroine
from unsolicited voyeuristic or crazy lovers and the two-dimensional surface of the painting support
the distance between the female and the viewer and increase the desire to possess. Aitken provides
the reader with detailed analysis of North India’s miniature paintings, pointing out, that the idea of
beauty is a calculated concept including the unreachable desire of the male viewer (Aitken 1997: 91).
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draw a distance between themselves and their image” (Aitken 1997: 95). Through their
mask, women could play, but refuse to identify with the patriarchal concept of feminin-
ity. By transforming the female role into a place to act, women could step out of the
conventional idea of the passive recipient, and use the limited possibilities that the male
concept of femininity provided to self-actualize their needs (Aitken 1997: 95).
As the previous section has briefly shown, the role and appearance of women has
been idealized in India’s culture in different forms and artistic genres. Females were
seen as both, mortal and divine. The female body was perceived, as something desired,
to be worshipped but also domesticated and socialized. In this manner, the picture of
women in Indian society was idealized and defiled over centuries (Sen 2002: 10).
During the colonial era the female sex once more became the focus of male’s vision.
Especially in the late 19th century women were used to serve nationalist ideas, by
preserving the spiritual authority of Indian females and protecting them from western
influences (Trivedi 2010: 188). In the same step nationalist reformers stressed the
virtuous and moral qualities of Indian women and defined the household as the female
space (Dharmapal-Frick 2003: 144). Once again women became the sheer object of
men’s imagination and vision.
Simultaneously the interest for oriental subjects from eastern countries appeared in
Europe and through the colonial sovereigns new art techniques, forms and subjects were
established in India. In this process the exotic and erotic image of the Oriental Beauty
emerged and was reinterpreted through numerous academic Indian artists.
The Emanation of the ’Oriental Beauty’
In the 19.th century new genres and techniques emerged in Indian art through the
introduction of European academic naturalism. Oil portraits, naturalistic landscapes
and academic nudes transformed all aspects of the prevalent art scene (Mitter 2001:
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171). Crucial for the spreading of oil and easel technique was the great fascination of
the Rajput and Mughal court for European naturalism and the intellectual justification
for admiring Victorian art by Ramananda Chatterjee (Mitter 2007: 125). Concurrently
in this process, the social position of the artist was remodeled. As Indian rulers and
the elite class were sitting for portraits, the humble position of the court artist changed
into a respectable profession for the elevated men (Mitter 2001: 174).
Raja Ravi Varma (1848-1906) is commonly named as most celebrated and well-
known academic artist (Mitter 2001; Kapur 2000). Coming from an aristocratic back-
ground, he was educated in and enthusiastic about the great Indian epics and Sanskrit
poetry. Through the newly established techniques, such as perceptiveness, realism, oil
and easel painting, he pictured ancient myths and legends. By drawing native topics in
oil, Ravi Varma illustrated the Indian glory in equal grace to European traditions. In
this way he was hitting the spirit of the time, as Indian nationalists were glorifying the
great Sanskrit literature and Indian history. Besides allegorizing myths and historical
stories, the artist took great pleasure in portrait painting and the depiction of sensu-
ous women. In his work he created a new form of female beauty that was following
traditional ideas and embraced western influences and conceptions (Kapur 2000: 146).
Mainly his own aristocratic family sat for the artist’s portraits, as it was very difficult to
find women who would model. Occasionally he paid prostitutes, dancers or actresses to
pose for his compositions. Additionally Ravi Varma used photographs and illustrations
to study the physiognomy and bodily features of women. His library contained several
European nude drawing books depicting nude women, men and children in classical
poses. Ravi Varma owned German prints of bathing beauties depicting naked women in
different poses in romantic landscapes or oriental bathing houses (Neumayer & Schel-
berger 2005: 12 ff., 272). His compositions were influenced by well-known European
paintings, which were popular among the Indian elite in colonial India (Kapur 2007:
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147).11
Despite Raja Ravi Varma’s interest in western techniques and art, he created a
picture of the Indian female, which is close to the native norms of beauty.12 Most of
his paintings show the prevalent idea of the Indian prettiness, characterized by a slim
body, light skin, a graceful round face, red luscious lips, big dark eyes and long black
hair (fig.5).13
Furthermore, the artist used subjects and compositions from miniature paintings and
literature and set the traditional themes in a new technique, which fitted the demand of
the time. In this way he worked within the defined framework of the idealized woman
as na¯yika¯ or devi¯ (Sinha 1996: 9).14 Drawing the Indian woman as sensual, wistful
11At this point a short aside should picture the female representation in European art. The image of
the female became the obsession subject of western art in the last three hundred years and concurrently
the female body evolved as the conceptual side of western discourse (Isaak 1996: 49). Especially in oil
painting the depiction of women, particularly the nude, occupied a distinct position (Berger 1972: 47).
Jo Isaak argued that the nude oil painting functioned as part of the ”amour propre” of the bourgeoisie
and became the point of intersection between art, sexual discourse and commodity exchange. Further
the scholar proposes that the nude model was replaced by the prostitute and subsequently ”for sale
became the intended reading of the sign woman” (Isaak 1996: 48). Illustrated by male artists, as females
were not allowed to join the nude drawing classes, men controlled women’s labor power, sexuality and
access to symbolic representations. A detailed explanation of the reading and development of European
female nudes is stated in John Berger’s work. Additionally he provides the reader with numerous
pictorial examples, starting from the 15th century until the 20th century (Berger 1972: 36-64).
12Contrarily Gayatri Sinha has suggested, that Ravi Varma distanced himself from the classical
modes of the s´ilpa s´a¯stra and adopted more westernized modes (Sinha 1996: 9).
13Presumably the artist was influenced by the European discussion of beauty and perfect body
proportions that was happening in the 19th century. Sander L. Gilman analyzed ethnological theories,
which discussed the size of the female pelvis as symbol for race and status. Due to Gilman, 1826
Willem Vrolik argued ”that a narrow pelvis is a sign for racial superiority.” Further R.Verneau has
strengthened this idea in 1875 (Gilman 2003: 144). This aside should underline the new tendency
towards a natural representation of the female body with moderate hips and proportions. Presumably
Ravi Varma became aware of the European discussion of female sexuality through his travels to the
west. As Gilman has pointed out in his essay, ”Black Bodies, White Bodies”, the female sexuality
was of great interest in the 19th century. Further the prostitute was seen as ”the essential sexualized
female” (Gilman 2003: 144). This new scheme has been expressed in classic works of the century, such
as Manet’s Olympia (1863). Raja Ravi Varma probably saw this composition, as his painting Reclining
Woman (c. 1880) shows striking similarities with the European art piece (Sen 2002: 76). Nevertheless,
further investigations have to be done to confirm the stated assumptions, for now it is important to
recognize an overall favor for moderate and naturalistic curves within the academic Indian art at the
turn of the century.
14Lady with a Mirror (1894), Sleeping Beauty (c. 1880), Lady Reclining on a Sofa (c. 1920), are
just a few among the various compositions of the artist depicting the conceptualized Indian idea of
femininity.
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and self-possessed prettiness, Ravi Varma created a compound of indigenous and exotic
appearance, that not only satisfied the Indian elite but also contented the international
image of the Oriental Beauty. The naturalistic representation of his figures allowed the
artist to simulate substance of flesh, clothing, jewels and so forth to create an atmosphere
of longing. In short, Raja Ravi Varma followed the long existing conception, which had
been established in Europe and India at that time, where the woman appears as the
object of the male’s vision. Additionally, he used the female body to express his own
idea of ’Indian-ness’ and the ideological concept of ’Unity in Diversity’. According to
Geeta Kapur his painting Galaxy of Musicians (c. 1889, fig.6) exemplifies the artist’s
idea of Indian culture and ideology (Kapur 2007: 167).
Kapur suggested that Ravi Varma incorporated the position of the male viewer in
his painting and illustrated the women in sensuous iconic positions to imply a seductive
attitude towards the gazer. The art historian summarizes, that the artist treats the
female body, ”through glance, gaze and gesture and reaches into the realm of voyeurism,
which was established and demanded in the late 19.th century” (Kapur 2007: 167-175).
As Kapur has suggested, Ravi Varma was searching for a new way of illustrating the
native folk of India in a local context by stressing their self-conscious and self-possessed
qualities (Kapur 2007: 171). All over, he characterized the female qualified either by
race, class or profession, for the narcissistic self-imagining of modern India, eroticized as
ethnographic curiosities for the colonial elite, or he combined qualities of these aspects
(Uberoi 2006: 56).
Beside his famous oil paintings the artist designed oleographs, which were printed in
reproductions, on postcards and distributed during the following decades (Neumayer &
Schelberger 2003: 52).15 Raja Ravi Varma’s paintings and subjects inspired generations
15Mythic compositions, such as Krishna stealing the clothes of the bathing Gopis (c. 1900), Urvashi
(c.1905), Lakshmi, the Goddess of Wealth (c. 1900), Birth of Shakuntala (c. 1900), Vishvamitra and
Menaka (c. 1905) or Padmini (c. 1900) show the female in a historical setting with idealized features,
supporting the image of the spiritual and virtuous but also sensual and exotic Indian women.
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to come.With the second blossoming of academic naturalism in the 1920s through the
rise of Hemendranath Mazumdar and Atul Bose, the picture of the Oriental Beauty
was revived (Mitter 2007: 125).16 As sensuous nude paintings were reprinted in art
journals and as posters, images of the Oriental Beauty were distributed among the art
establishments and Indian and colonial elite class.
Academic art, particularly from Raja Ravi Varma, moved early nationalists as they
saw illustrations of the Indian glory in equal grace to the colonial sovereign. Nevertheless
by the early 20th century and the anti-colonial movement the formerly praised artist
was dismissed, as Pharata Mitter has argued. At the same time a shift in Indian art
towards ’primitivism’ and a return to traditional art forms occurred (Mitter 2007: 123).
Simultaneously the idea and concept of Bha¯rat Ma¯ta¯ became established through the
efforts of Indian reformers.
Bha¯rat Ma¯ta¯
Increasingly in the second half of the 19th century, nationalist reformers used Indian
women for promoting patriotism as they stressed the spiritual authority of Indian fe-
males (Trivedi 2010: 188). At the same time the private area has been defined as the
spiritual nucleus of Indian society and promoted as the female space (Dharmapal-Frick
2003: 144). Once more women’s freedom was restricted, as they became the political
object of men’s discussion and vision. Concurrently women were reduced to their nat-
ural body and capacity to give birth (Dharmapal-Frick 2003: 144). Simultaneously the
svades´i¯ movement upheaval Indian aesthetics and transferred the political sensibility
in the early 20th century (Sen 2002: 17). In this process the concept of Bha¯rat Ma¯ta¯
occurred and has been illustrated through Abanindranath Tagore’s famous painting
16Particularly Mazumdar accomplished nude oil paintings of partly clothed, light-skinned elite class
women from Calcutta and created the picture of dreamy, sensuous, desirable Indian females, which
emanate intimate and voyeuristic eroticism (Mitter 2007: 132-136). Mazumdar created a following
through his themes and as his paintings were reproduced in art journals and as posters, his subjects
became well known among the Indian upper class in the 1920s (Mitter 2007: 146).
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(c.1902-05, fig.7). Under Tagore and the rise of the Bengal art a new ideal of woman
found its way into Indian visual culture. With his picture of Mother India, the artist
created an alternative, emancipated form of feminine beauty (Mitter 2001: 178). Per-
sonified as Bengali lady, the woman is the focus of Tagore’s composition, stands clothed
in a traditional costume, empowered with four hands in which she carries the emblems
of nationalist aspiration. In his illustration the artist created a fully spiritual image of
the female gender, as she shows all desirable characteristics of the glorious Hindu woman
(Mitter 2001: 178). Through the use of indigenous style and symbols Tagore’s Bha¯rat
Ma¯ta¯ emerges as an archetypal figure, which influenced Indian culture throughout the
20th century.17
Taken together, the female body image has been idealized and celebrated in Indian
culture throughout history. Emphasizing fertility, female sexuality and beauty, ancient
art created the picture of voluptuous women. Thus, the female body represents both,
the sacred concept of prosperity and life, and also serves as the object of male desire.
Historically, literary scriptures supported the stereotypes created around women, and
even though techniques and styles changed, the Indian female continuously appears
depicted in the male’s vision of womanhood. Focusing either on the spiritual superiority
by neglecting natural physicality or on the exotic Oriental Beauty emphasizing sexuality
and erotic aspects, women have been fantasized and idealized. Supported through male
political reformers, writers and artists these stereotypes remain deeply entrenched in
Indian culture (Sen 2002: 63).
It is not until the 1930s when Amrita Sher-Gil introduced a new morphology, posi-
tioning women as an artistic and experiencing subject, that essential women’s issues are
17Additionally, Geeti Sen has suggested, that through the image of Bha¯rat Ma¯ta¯, the two oppositional
images of women, the divine and the mortal, were channelled together into a single luminous image
(Sen 2002: 62 ff.). But simultaneously through the analogy with mother India, as the woman’s body
was seen as the embodiment of India’s national spirit; in reality the female’s right of choice and freedom
became severely restricted.
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raised in Indian art. Sher-Gil used the female body in her work, as embodied psyche
of illustrated women and subverted classical ideas of beauty. The artist critically ques-
tioned women’s role and position in society and sought for a new way to materialize the
self-conscious presence of the native Indian woman within a local context.
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2.2 Breaking Conventions - Amrita Sher-Gil
Amrita Sher-Gil is commonly named as an artist with a central position in the evo-
lution of India’s modern art, as she wove a complex pattern of change in the field of
painting. Furthermore Sher-Gil revolutionised the stereotype of the female painter in
the south-Asian continent. As the first professional woman artist she impressed and
provoked through her outstanding appearance, her life-style, her self-confidence and her
self-consciousness as a woman in India and as a female painter in the male-dominated art
world (Sinha 2002: 121). Sher-Gil was the first to introduce a new method of seeing and
representing the female body and gave consideration to the common established stereo-
types and images of femininity. In her work she developed a new style of representing
the na¯yika¯ and altered the traditional manner of illustrating women. She introduced her
own interpretation of the widespread ’woman as object’ idea (Sinha 1996: 9). Through
Sher-Gils confident and determined leadership in the Indian art establishments and her
courage to critique and question established standards and norms, she enabled the next
generation of women artist to gain confidence in India’s society and be taken seriously
(Milford-Lutzker 2002: 22).
Born in Budapest in 1913 as the daughter of a Sikh aristocrat and a Hungarian opera
singer, Amrita Sher-Gil spent half of her childhood in Hungary and half in India until she
began her artistic apprenticeship at the Grand Chaumiere e´cole de Beaux Arts in Paris
(Sundaram 2007: 156). After the young artist had completed her training in December
1934 she returned to her family’s estate in northern India. In the following years Sher-
Gil travelled throughout South India and explored her heritage, by visiting ancient
temple sites and studying classical and medieval Indian art. The young artist exhibited
throughout India and met prominent Indian personalities on her travels (Mitter 2007:
50). In summer of 1938 Sher-Gil married her cousin, Victor Egan, in Hungary, and
together they moved to Lahore in North India. Just a few days before the opening
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of a major exhibition in December 1941, the young artist died, leaving her last work
unfinished (Sundaram 2007: 156).
Amrita Sher-Gil lived a vibrant and intensive life. During her education in Paris she
enjoyed the free life-style of the 1920s, followed her sexual desires and affections, had
multiple lovers and exhibited her voluptuous body without inhibition in sensuous self-
portraits. In these years the young woman developed an emancipated open mindedness
and took pleasure in discovering her own body (Mitter 2007: 51). From her childhood
Sher-Gil was used to being the center of attention as countless images prove (Ananth
2006: 19). In Paris, the young artist experienced the effect that she had on people with
her physical beauty and her vivacious character (Mitter 2007: 52). Either dressing as
a chic Parisian or as Hindu woman in a traditional sari, she emphasized her diverse
appearances and personalities. Her numerous self-portraits, in which she became the
artistic subject of her own work, her quest for identity as a woman and as an artist is
evident. Since entering the art world, Sher-Gil underwent the discriminated position
of the young female painter in a male-dominated profession. Although she won many
prizes at the e´cole in Paris and was elected as an associated member of the Grand Salon
in 1933, her work was never praised without mentioning her beauty (Ananth 2006: 14).
She was quickly stereotyped as ”a little Hindu princess” (Mitter 2007: 51). Sher-Gil
had to face that struggle in India as well. Angrily, the young artist refused a prize for
the best work of a female artist from the All India Fine Arts and Crafts Exhibition in
Delhi, as she felt it was a consolation prize for the weaker sex (Mitter 2007: 51). As
Mitter suggested, Sher-Gil believed in the subjective nature of gender, since she did
not identify with female artists, who were stigmatized as ”sentimentalists who lacked
passion” (Mitter 2007: 53). She dismissed the contemporary Indian art establishments
and particularly criticized the colonial art institutions and the Bengal school (Sinha
2002: 122). Mitter has deduced that she never doubted her own talent and skills, as
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Sher-Gil successfully challenged the dominant Indian art world (Mitter 2007: 53-54).
Feminine Fables
From a very early age the female form fascinated Sher-Gil, as numerable watercolors
attest. In her childhood she drew images of Hungarian folk tales, pubescent girls,
mermaids and silent movie heroines (Ananth 2006: 17). The female stayed the artistic
focus throughout Sher-Gil’s work. In her paintings, the artist gave special attention to
the particular physiognomy of her subjects, as she saw the body itself as a reflection of
the person’s inner state. She took great pleasure in drawing professional models, her
fellow students, her friends or her younger sister, Indira (Ananth 2006: 16).
The oil painting Sleep (1932), exemplifies Sher-Gils interest in the women’s body.
Subject of the canvas is her sister, who is lying completely naked on a white sheet
(fig. 8). The young woman is seen from an overhead viewpoint on a diagonal axis. She
seems asleep with her head turned to the side and her upraised left arm resting on a pink
shawl. The motif of a scaly dragon extends next to the woman’s body. The sleeping
girl’s black hair flows down her neck and onto her right breast, seemingly echoing the
flying dragon. Against the white sheet the dark skin of the female body appears even
more sensuous and the red lips and cheeks support the seductive atmosphere of the
picture. The pink shawl softens the contrast and introduces a mellow element to the
composition. Without it, the picture would represent only a naked female body, a mere
object of desire. The physiognomy and the depiction of the woman, mirrors the common
idea of beauty established in European art at the beginning of the 20th century. Sher-
Gil became familiarized with the cliche´d theme of the ’reclining woman’ that had been
expressed in countless European paintings during her time in Paris (Sen 2002: 75).18 In
18As John Berger has pointed out, the nude female was the recurring subject in oil painting (Berger
1972: 45-64). The popular ’reclining woman’ theme, that Giorgione reinterpreted in his Sleeping
Venus (ca. 1508) particularly influenced following generations of painters. For the first time Giorgione
presented a life-size naked woman, with a completely uncovered body, which is not placed within
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her painting Sleep, the young artist follows the convention of representing the woman
as the object of pleasure and desire.
Although she was trained in the genre-based categories including portraits, still life,
and nudes, it was not long ago that women were expelled from nude drawing classes
in art academies (Froitzheim 1994: 11). Even though Ananth argues that the naked
female body was the ubiquitous subject of paintings and photographs in the 1920s and
1930s, and Sher-Gil followed a common fashion with her painting Sleep, (Ananth 2006:
18) it should be pointed out that drawing nudes remained an unusual matter for female
painters. Despite this, Sher-Gil continued confidently drawing the naked body and
working from the live model as she took pleasure in the specific physiognomy of her
subjects. Thus her Parisian training remained the basis of her work in India where
painting of the nude was unconventional.
Returning to India, Sher-Gil had to face the traditional and conservative Indian soci-
ety of the thirties, where she caused attention and furor through her nonconformist and
her self-assured attitude (Mitter 2007: 51). Her self-trust was rooted in her aristocratic,
artistic, and intellectual background, and the acknowledgment that she had experienced
in Paris (Ananth 2006: 13). In the following years, Sher-Gil’s work was influenced by
the pictures, colors and forms that she had seen in India. The artist was interested in
the local populace and often used the people living on her family estate as a primary
pictorial source for her compositions. Furthermore she critically questioned the position
and role of women in Indian society and gradually developed her own morphology to
express feminist issues. Ananth has pointed out that the artist generated ”a way of de-
picting towards a new symbolism where the women’s body is seen as a metaphorically
rich and psychological complex figure” (Ananth 2006: 25). Especially in her paintings
a mythological or religious context. It is not clear if he illustrated the sleeping goddess of love, a
beautiful nymph or a courtesan. In his painting, Giorgione expressed a long desired body awareness
that seemed lost in old medieval times (Hotz & Bambach-Horst 2006: 26). The artists composition
inspired following generations (e.g. Goya’s Maja Desnuba (1800), Manet’s Olympia, (1863) or Gauguin’s
The Noble Woman(1896).
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The Swing (1940), Woman Resting on a Charpoy (1940) and Woman at Bath (1940),
Sher-Gil depicted the female body shape as an experiencing subject to address essential
concerns regarding the female gender.
The painting Woman Resting on a Charpoy (fig.9) portrays a young Indian woman
dressed in red clothes, resting on a wooden bench in a simple furnished room. She lies
diagonally in the space with her face closer and her body slightly turned towards the
observer, who looks down at her. With her eyes narrowed down to black slits, she is
looking in a casual manner into the open room. Her upraised right arm rests next to
her head and her left arm lies across her abdomen. Her left leg and foot, rests against
the charpoy. Another woman, dressed in a light blue and white garment, sits beside the
bench holding a fan in her hand and gazing absent minded into the room. From the
edge of the bed a dark blue blanket with red flowers falls onto the ground, matching the
color of the floor. A small table in the back of the picture holds a cup and an earthen
pot of water. The wooden bedposts of the charpoy reflect the color of the girl’s red
garment. The edges of the clothing around her wrists and ankles seem to disappear into
the coloring on her palms and feet echoing the same red-orange. It appears her garment
becomes a second skin and is vibrating and craving life. The focus of the composition
lies on the resting woman, centered on her placement in the middle of the picture. Her
bright colored body seems to dominate the setting, a feeling that is supported by the
distribution of red-orange details in the room. The tip of the wooden handle of the fan,
the ribbons of her sandals, the flowers on the blanket as well as the cup next to the
water pot are kept in the same color as the woman’s dress. In this manner the entire
room resonates with the woman’s body.
In contrast the second woman almost disappears into her moderate clothing and her
bent position. Through this difference tension evolves between the postures of the two
women, emphasizing the red girl’s situation of dominance. Her surrounding is kept in
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dull and moderate paint and she seems lost in place. In her painting, Sher-Gil used
the red female’s body as the physical manifestation of her feelings and psyche. The
woman’s experience, her keen desire and longing for life and love, which is expressed
through her body, becomes the subject and the main theme of the composition. In a
letter written by the artist to her friend, Khandalavala, she described the picture:
I have just finished a picture - a girl in red flowered clothes is reclining in a
charpoy, its posts of an incandescent red rose like tongues of flame...it is a
sensual picture... (Amrita Sher-Gil in: Ananth 2006: 25)
Sher-Gil was thematically inspired for her composition by her visits to her relatives’
estate. On numerous occasions, she could observe the noble and burgess upper class
women waiting and wandering around in feudal remoteness, isolated and longing for a
loving fulfilling life (Ananth 2006: 24). Additionally the artist’s own unfulfilled wishes
and yearnings are represented by the red woman’s body. Sher-Gil was not happy in
her marriage describing her relationship in correspondence to her sister as dreary and
monotonous. Due to her unconventional life-style and her open approach towards sexu-
ality, Sher-Gil never entirely felt at home in India experiencing strong melancholic and
depressed phases, feeling isolated and lonely (Mitter 2007: 53).
Furthermore the painting Woman Resting on a Charpoy represents a new interpre-
tation of the popular ’reclining woman’ theme that Sher-Gil already had discovered
in Paris through her work Sleep. In contrast to her earlier image, which essentially
depicts the woman’s body as the object of the viewer’s gaze, the female becomes the
experiencing subject of her later composition.
Sen has suggested that the ’reclining women’ topic was also well known in India
since the 16th and 17th century. The scholar proposes, that the picture of the na¯yika¯
on a bed awaiting her lover was a favourite theme in Rajput court painting (Sen 2002:
75). As a representation of the goddess of love (fig.10), the beautiful heroine would lie
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half naked in a sensual posture.19 In this composition the woman’s body is depicted in
the classical, idealized canon. Sen suggested that Raja Ravi Varma was the first Indian
painter who introduced a combination of the western ’reclining woman’ theme and the
Indian depiction of the na¯yika¯ into Indian art (Sen 2002: 76). In his painting, Reclining
Woman (c. 1980, fig.11) the artist portrays a young sensuous woman dressed in white
silk and decorated with gold jewellery and precious stones. She is lying on a divan; her
right arm carrying her head, resting her upper body on a cushion. Her dreamy and
lustrous eyes meet the viewer’s look. Next to the cushion an open book symbolizes
her superior education and provides a context for the scene. Almost invisible, a dark-
skinned woman clothed in a simple white sari is seated in the right corner, holding a
fan in her right hand. With desire and admiration, she stares at the central lady.20
Numerous affinities suggest that Sher-Gil was referencing in her work Woman Rest-
ing on a Charpoy, Raja Ravi Varma’s oil painting. As Sen proposed, Sher-Gil may have
seen the image on her journeys throughout India (Sen 2002: 76). Although there are
similarities in the theme, subject and composition of Sher-Gil’s painting and her pre-
decessor’s work, the intention of both was oppositional and contrary. Raja Ravi Varma
used a model and, by portraying a beautiful fair-skinned young woman he created the
idealized image of the upper class Indian who could easily hold up to the comparison
with European depictions of the ’reclining woman’. Ravi Varma’s portrait matched the
common trend of the Oriental Beauty, highly requested by his foreign and native elite
clientele.
Certainly also Sher-Gil was familiarized with Manet’s Olympia or Gauguin’s paint-
ing The Noble Woman in Paris.21 In contrast to her precursor Sher-Gil was breaking the
19In the present research no further examples of miniature paintings depicting a reclining woman
could be found. On the contrary, it appears quite unusual for Indian miniatures to illustrate women
out of any religious, mythical or narrative context, as simple object of desire and lust.
20Presumably Raja Ravi Varma found inspiration for his work from Manet’s Olympia, as the overall
composition shows several similarities between the two paintings.
21Although the setting and the composition of both pictures vary, the position of the woman’s body
documents similarities. The placement of the hands, feet and torso in Sher-Gil’s work show a striking
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conventional way of representing the ’reclining woman’ or the na¯yika¯. Consequently she
reinterpreted the traditional theme, and created ”an archetypal figure: a form rather
than the figure of a real woman” (Sen 2002: 77). Essentially, the artist concentrated on
the feeling and matter that every woman could identify with, rather than providing a
new stereotype of the sexual female. In her painting, the red woman, who also remains
formally an object of desire resting on the charpoy, experiences her own desire and emo-
tions and therefore becomes both, the object and the subject in the scene. Accordingly,
Sher-Gil subverted the conventional implications of the ’reclining woman’ topic (Sen
2002: 82). In addition the painting shows a transformation in the understanding of the
woman’s body, form and physiognomy and a new expression through the semiotics of
color.
In Woman Resting on a Charpoy red is the dominant color of the painting. Beside
the usual associations implied in the color (e.g. menstrual blood, sexuality, love) red
plays a significant role in traditional Indian Basohli painting, as red represents the
archetypal lover, passion and desire (Sen 2002: 80).22 According to Sen, Sher-Gil used
the color to signify an atmosphere of heightened eroticism.23
While in Woman Resting on a Charpoy the woman is shown as part of a figurative
composition, Sher-Gils major focus is concentrated on the female body in her work
Woman at Bath (fig.12) The oil painting depicts a naked woman sitting on a small
wooden stool, with her back facing the viewer, washing herself. Her body is turned to
the right and discloses her right breast. Her face is looking towards the left and the black
hair is knotted to a small bond on her head. The woman is holding an earthen pot in her
analogy with Gauguin’s painting.
22Geeti Sen even draws a connection between the color red and the concept of raga and rakta in Indian
art. The art historian suggests that both terms relate to color as raga can be translated as ”inflamed
with passion” and rasa as ”to be impassioned, enamoured, delighted”. For a detailed explanation see
Geeti Sen (2002: 80 ff.).
23It has to be noticed, that the art historian reduplicated Sher-Gil’s paintings in her publication
with an emphasized red tone. Contrarily the pictures do not show such a dominance of red in Vivan
Sundaram’s catalogue (see: Sundaram 2007: pl.99).
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hands, ready to pour water over her body. She is wearing wooden sandals and next to
her right foot a small black cup with red powder is placed. In the background her white
bra is hanging from the wall. To her left a large brown-black vessel is standing. The
entire painting is submerged in red, orange and ochre shades. The woman’s body takes
the central position in the painting. It is colored in a warm ochre tone and shaped like
an amphora. The torso seems to mirror the vessels around the bathing place, indicating
the woman’s capacity to receive life. Furthermore the painting points towards Sher-Gils
pleasure in plasticity and voluminous bodies. Through the rounded feminine forms the
artist creates a sensuous vision and a warm and soft ambience, supported by her choice
of colors. In the painting, Woman at Bath, she is depicting the naked female body
without fetishizing its womanly shape. As a result, the artist is taking the nude out
of the conventional composition as sexual object or idealized beauty idol. Instead the
artist focuses on the natural beauty of the female form that embodies femininity and
intimacy.
Throughout her artistic work Amrita Sher-Gil focused on the depiction of women.
She searched for a new way to represent the female body and through a modern ap-
proach, a new use of form, color and composition thereby subverted classical conven-
tions. Clearly the woman in Sher-Gils paintings leaves the place as ’object of the male
gaze’ behind and emerges as experiencing herself. Further the artist was not afraid to
emphasize eroticism in the female body to express the female’s sexual and corporal needs
(Sen 2002: 78). She gradually shifted her way in representing the feminine body from
the conventional beauty ideas towards a new symbolism and introduced a revolutionary
view on the subject-object dichotomy. Her perceptions inspired following generations
of women painters and even today female artists are re-examining the fundamental con-
cerns developed revolutionized by Amrita Sher-Gil in the thirties and forties regarding
Indian women.
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2.3 A Period of Transition - Female Artists of the
1970s
The previous chapter focused on Amrita Sher-Gil, who challenged set stereotypes about
female artists and introduced a new way of representing and subscribing women in
modern Indian art. Despite the artist’s efforts and achievements, it was not until the
late sixties and seventies that women became a visible presence in India’s art world
(Sinha 1996: 16). Subsequently, it started in the seventies that female artists raised
feminist issues and questioned established stereotypes and visual beauty images (Sinha
1996: 16-17). With their new and radical approach women were breaking social taboos
and taking their place at the cutting edge of art practice. The following introduction will
provide a general overview and attempt to answer the question of why it took almost
forty years before female artists again approached issues that were raised by Sher-Gil
in the 1930s.
The Early 20th Century
Few pictorial reports testify that women painters worked before the 20th century and, as
female artistic production took primarily place in a domestic setting, male scholars have
regularly overlooked it (Lyons 1997: 111-114). The ambivalent social status of artists
and art establishments contributed to the critical position of female painters in Indian
society in the late 19th century. Additionally women’s participation and contribution to
art exhibitions have also not been valued equally to male artworks. According to Partha
Mitter, only ”amateur” female painters exhibited in Calcutta in 1880. The art historian
described the success of early ’professional’ females, such as Mangalabai Tampuratty
(Raja Ravi Varma’s sister) or Sunayani Devi (1875-1962) as dependent on their male
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relatives position (Mitter 2007: 36).24 Sinha pointedly stated, that early women artist
at the beginning of the twentieth century worked either for male artists or in accepted
traditional styles. Only in later years did they begin to participate on their own in
exhibitions and associations (Sinha 1996: 15).
Beside the difficult social position of women, girls were not allowed to attend art
schools until the 1920s, instead the Indian elite hired private instructors for painting
classes as part of their girls’ accomplishment (Mitter 2007: 36). The general concep-
tion, that young Indian women study art to increase their marriage desirability stayed
prevalent until the fifties and sixties. Consequently, female art students were not taken
seriously in their work and accomplishments.
As female painters had to fight for social acceptance and made their gradual tran-
sition from private painting to trained professionalism, women’s art grew in relative
isolation of the few new established art movements in the first half of the 20th century
(Sinha 1996: 16).25 Only from the thirties on, women’s artwork appeared increasingly
in public exhibitions (Mitter 2007: 36) and generated strong civic reactions. Certainly
in this period Sher-Gil took an outstanding position, as her background was privileged
and foreign and her art has been perceived as unconventional and exotic.26 In contrast,
native female painters had a difficult time to establish new fields of study in Indian art
institutions and culture. Attempts of painters, like Paris-trained Kamala Roy Chowdhry
24Mitter has argued that Sunayani Devi was ”essentially a housewife in an aﬄuent household whose
enlightened husband was partly responsible for her brief fame” (Mitter 2007: 36). At this point,
the outspoken statement cannot be confirmed or discussed in detail. It does suggest however a male
dominated discussion and classification of Indian art that has been prevalent until the rise of female
painters and art critics and is still present. In India’s patriarchal social system, female art still has
to fight for its equal evaluation, as declarations by male scholars confirm. (e.g. In 1998 Khanna and
Kurtha stated that ”the 1970s and 1980s saw something unique the arrival of professional women
artists, some of whom were more gifted than many of their male counterparts” (Khanna & Kurtha
1998: 43)).
25Gayatri Sinha is mentioning The Calcutta Group (1940), the Progressive Artists’ Group (1947),
Group 1980 (1963), a group of printmakers Group Eight, (1968) and the Neo-Tantra movement (Sinha
1996: 16).
26Additionally Sher-Gil refused to compare her own work with other women’s painting, as she de-
clared that she is not belonging to the sentimentalist, weaker sex, which lacks perfection and passion
(Mitter 2007: 53).
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who exhibited her nude paintings in Calcutta in the fifties, caused hostile reactions in
society. The press denounced Chowdhry and her drawings as an invert and a menace to
public morals (Sinha 1996: 16). This incident suggests that art, especially for women
and depicting the naked female body, was critically questioned and coped with in India.
The Women’s Movement
Throughout India’s history the female’s position was defined in relationship to her
relatives. Serving her husband and bearing male descendants has been promoted as the
ultimate goal and blessing for a women (Dehejia 1997: 10). Once more in the late 19th
and early 20th century, Indian nationalists stressed the modest qualities as they used
women to create their idea of a morally and virtuous indigenous nation (Dharmapal-
Frick 2003: 144).
A shift in the self-perception among Indian females came along with the women’s
movement, which was generated by educated upper class Indians (Trivedi 2010: 189).
With the rising feminist discourse the female’s position and body regained a new status,
as it was stressed that a woman is more than just a biological entity to bear offspring’s.
Facilitated by Ghandi’s advice, ”to take their future into their own hands” women
solidarized united with their fellows and spoke for themselves (Trivedi 2010: 192). In the
twenties females joined public demonstrations and supported the freedom movement. In
female communities and organizations they discussed feminist issues and criticized the
patriarchal state. Joining public debates in the early thirties, the elite educated women,
who were mainly unmarried, stated further critiques about the old-fashioned family and
social system (Forbes 2004: 220 ff.). Nevertheless, it was not until the 1960s, when elite
upperclass educated women joined with the rural and industrial working class, that
politicians reflected on their concerns, and that a social awareness of the misogynist
suppressing situation arose (Forbes 2004: 242).27
27Certainly the Second World War and the fight for independence, which was finally gained in 1947,
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No longer the object of reform or debate, women increasingly spoke for themselves
and their gender and began fighting for their civil rights, equal education and em-
ployment opportunities (Trivedi 2010: 189 ff.). Furthermore women’s groups discussed
political and social matters, such as gendered violence and illiteracy in feminist press,
and vocalized these topics in their community (Forbes 2004: 243 ff.). Consequently,
women appeared in public and gained respect through leading positions in communal
institutions and politics (Trivedi 2010: 193). With the women’s movement of the late
sixties and seventies, which emerged everywhere in the world not only in India, female
artists also gained a new image and position (Kapur 2007: 90).
Feminist Art
In the fifties and sixties, female art students flooded India’s art establishments and,
inspired through the feminist discourse, reconsidered established public beliefs, myths
and costumes.28 Approaching new topics and dealing with women’s issues and social
imbalances, female artists scrutinized conservative stereotypes and questioned the posi-
tion of the female body as an object of denial, desire and possession. Thus the female
shape appears as an object of study and abstract form rather than the figure of a real
woman. In this development they created their own pictorial approach towards the fe-
male shape and augmented their interest on contemporary women instead of illustrating
heroine and goddesses (Sen 2002: 83). Kapur called the ”allusive trails of fetish objects”
special to feminist art practice and further suggested, that women started to ”construct
influenced the growing women’s movement. In the forties, women activists challenged the ideas of
respectability that obsessed former groupings. As Forbes has indicated, the thirties saw a rise of
sevika¯s who dressed in white and orange saris to stress their morality and purity by identifying with
the idea of Bha¯rat Ma¯ta¯ and pronouncing their devotion to the nation. This declaration did not fit the
requirements of women in the upcoming decades (Forbes 2004: 222).
28Art critic Lucy Lippard has characterized feminism as an ideology and revolutionary value sys-
tem that has the capacity to change traditional standards. Further, she suggested that feminist art
contributed towards modern art in a radical way by introducing new strategies and techniques and
by expressing real emotions and autobiographic content in performance and artworks. ”Feminist art
raises consciousness, invites dialogue and transforms culture” (Lippard 1980: 362).
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linguistic signs that convert play into reflexion” (Kapur 1997: 166). In this process
of emancipation, female artist developed a new way to see feminist issues and express
female experience, which stand in strong contrast to their male colleagues. Among the
flood of women who were trained in the late fifties and sixties and experienced and
identified with the upcoming women’s movement, a few should be named who broke
new ground in the field of Indian feminist art. Arpita Singh (*1937), Anjolie Ela Menon
(*1940), Anupam Sud (*1944), Gogi Saroj Pal (*1945), Nilima Sheikh (*1945), Nalini
Malani (*1946), Altaf Navjot (*1949), Arpana Caur (*1954), and Rekha Rodwittiya
(*1958) challenged the male dominated art world by raising feminist issues.
What seemed well prepared flourished in the eighties and nineties. Female artists
made the radical step and freed themselves from conventional norms and established
stereotypes of representing and producing art in a modern aesthetic (Adajania 2002:
29).29A shift from decorative and sacred motifs to textual and political subjects, in-
vestigating issues of gender differentials and identity occurred in the eighties (Pande
2008: 9). In this process contemporary artists left the art gallery doctrine and the
art circle system of the Indian elite behind them and deconstructed the idea of being
an artist(Adajania 2002: 29). Rekha Rodwittiya described this shift of self-perception
among female artists as a:
Re-examination of their own roles and what they position as priorities in
their lives, rather than mediating through expected norms. ...their em-
powerment comes from controlling and guiding their lives to encompass a
purposefulness that yields fruition via ways that are different from the way
men gauge accomplishment. (Rodwittiya 2000: 13)
29Nancy Adajania has noticed that during the seventies mainly ”safe” and ”well behaving” art was
produced and, that only in the following decades, artists freed themselves from established norms and
conventions (Adajania 2002: 29). Nevertheless, the new and unconventional experiments that female
artists explored in the sixties and seventies should be evaluated due to the social conditions and shifting
parameters.
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In this process of emancipation and transformation to an artist self, women started
to explore their surroundings and experiment with installation and conceptual art. In
the nineties, a decade of self-critique and renewal for Indian artists occurred, as they
questioned modern thinking and their heritage of nationalist feelings that limited their
artistic freedom (Adajania 2002: 28 ff.). Simultaneously, women developed a personal
understanding of feminine art, the female body, and critically questioned the new canons
of beauty, which are established in Indian culture through mass and popular media,
movies and advertisements.30 Women artists developed a new way to broach feminist
issues and express female experiences that stands in strong contrast to their male col-
leagues. Through their expansion in concept, media and material by performing female
subjectivity and sexual mystification artists such as Pushpamala N. (*1956), Kanchan
Chander (*1957), Anita Dube (*1958), Sheba Chhachhi (*1958), Anju Dodiya (*1964),
and Sonia Khurana (*1968) renewed established patterns. For feminist artists, it was
not enough to critique the notion of ’women as image’ in their process, but to discover
the references and find a way beyond the conventional idea to the limit of formlessness
(Kapur 2007: 79). As contemporary artists changed and abstracted the female body
as linguistic sign they stressed the semiotic expression and symbolical reading of the
female shape.
Selected Artists
Through the discussion of selected female artists and their artwork, in the following
sections the question of ’How do women imagine women?’ should be answered. Which
evolvement and alteration in the use of the female body can be traced and analyzed?
The first woman to be introduced is Anupam Sud, who developed in her illusionary
30Thapan has argued convincingly that the voluptuous female body which was linked in classical India
with fertility, sensual sexuality, and physical well-being stayed vibrant until the sixties and seventies,
where it got reflected in popular art and cinema. This idea does not find place in contemporary India,
as the idealized female body now drawn in movies, illustrations and magazines stress a youthful, slim
and slender shape (Thapan 2009: 47).
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prints an approach towards the female body and the human shape that frees it from
all voyeuristic and stigmatic associations. Focusing on the single female form, Gogi
Saroj Pal, subverts artistic, literary, and social conventions in her ongoing enquiry of
womanhood. Similarly Rekha Rodwittiya, who experienced the feminist upheavals of
the seventies and eighties during her schooling, evolved a single female shape in her
artistic process. Her approach is guided by her strong feminist beliefs which alters
her women to become sites to address universal belongings and concerns. Beside these
three artists working with color, sculpture and printed media, two lens-based performers
should be considered, who shifted in their creative process from artistic mind to object.
Not by drawing their own personality in a self-picture, but by using their own body
as a site of expression and investigation, they comment upon social issues and the
emphasized stylization of body images in visual media.
Pushpamala N. shifted to photography in the early nineties and offers through her
work a reconsideration of the female gender, which has been shaped through art history,
society and commercial media in modern India. The artist critically questions the idea
of women as art objects. Sonia Khurana, who leaves the survey of womanhood behind
to present her body in her videos, installations and performances as materialization of
humanity and social conflicts, will closure the diverse art portraits.
Although each artist introduces a different approach towards the female body and
womanhood in their artistic development, an interconnection between the works of the
women under consideration in this research, is their treatment of the feminine form and
their focus on the body as a linguistic symbol. Throughout their work each woman
evolved her approach towards the female shape, in a significant manner by using it as
a semiotic form and symbolically loaded object. As a formal entity, the feminine body
is charged as a site of dispute, resolution and celebration.
Certainly a much larger number of female artists dealing with the woman’s body
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should be discussed, yet, due to space and capacity, others could not be included, despite
their remarkable artistic work and influence.
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2.4 Anupam Sud
Well known and highly praised for her extra ordinary precise etchings and socially crit-
ical paintings, Anupam Sud dedicated her work to the evolution of the human form.
Gradually her figures free themselves from identity and ego and resolve to be seen solely
naked. From the very beginning, Sud’s work is outstanding in the field of printmaking;
she renewed the possibilities on the etching plate and refused social norms and conven-
tions (Sen 2007: 13). Throughout her artistic progression she seeks a three- dimensional
plasticity in her figures that is commonly related with sculpture. The artist approaches
a neoclassical beauty ideal, as the represented persons appear seemingly realistically
with regard to anatomy, muscularity and perspective (Sen 2007: 11). Indeed the bodies
in her etchings express everything that has to be said of the composition and further
become a transmitter, a form of idiom for emotions, the psyche and social relationships.
Anupam Sud is addressing feminist arguments in her etchings and critically comments
on social norms as she stretches the notion of heterosexual and homosexual associations
(Sen 2007: 13).
Born in Hoshiapur (Punjab) in 1944 Anupam Sud grew up in a traditional vai´sya
family in the colonial town of Shimla. She studied at the Delhi College of Art and
received her national diploma in fine arts in 1967 (Sinha 2007: 24). During her profes-
sional artistic training, female students were not taken seriously, as the faculty in Delhi
still held on to the prevalent idea, that young women only practice art to improve their
marriage advantages. Additionally, Sud had chosen a medium to express herself that
was unconventional for women: printmaking. The administration in Delhi thought that
the equipment for this medium would be too demanding for women, both physically
and technically (Milford-Lutzker 2002: 24). This restriction appeared as a fascinating
animation for the artist to dedicate her work to the printmaking process: ”It was a sort
of challenge: to work in a medium for which there was little encouragement provided in
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India, or in fact, any professional equipment” (Pande 2008: 112). In 1967 Sud studied
under the supervision of Jaghomohan Chopra and joined Group Eight31, as its youngest
member (Sinha 2007: 22).
In 1971 the artist moved to London and received further training (in printmaking)
at the Slade School of Fine Arts where she discovered new possibilities on the etching
plate and matured her artistic expression and language (Sinha 2007: 33). Coming
back to Delhi after two years in Europe, she continued working with zinc plates and
was eager to share her newly gained knowledge with her colleagues. She applied for a
teaching position at her former art college, where she was refused three times due to
her progressive emancipated behavior. Additionally, the stereotype that women could
not master such a demanding medium as printmaking was still established (Sen 2007:
142). Finally, Sud headed the printmaking section and, later, the painting department
at the College of Art in Delhi between 1978 and 2003 (Sinha 2007: 22).
Anupam Sud held her first solo show after her graduation in New Delhi in 1967
(Khanna & Kurtha 1998: 140). Since then she exhibited throughout the world, dedi-
cating her life to art work and teaching. Sud remained single and through her artistic
commitment challenged the prevalent female stereotype in Indian society and the idea
of the reproductive female body, (Sinha 2007: 56) believing in the feminist discourse,
Sud’s work dealt with a subtle but distinct form of feminism. Studying in England in
the seventies, she was sceptical about the local women’s movement as she explained
that, ”In fact I have no stomach for the bra-burning version of feminism... It only cre-
ated another stereotype of what it meant to be a feminist. Freedom is something that
31In the early sixties printmaking, although it was well established in other Indian cities, lacked an
artistic and technical base in Delhi. To provide rising artists a possibility to deal with the printmaking
medium outside of college, Jagmohan Chopra set up a printmaking workshop in his private studio
where artists could work throughout the sixties and seventies. Through his impulse Group Eight was
founded in Delhi in 1967. Due to the critical economic situation in India after the Chinese boarder
war, it was extremely difficult to attain the required material - zinc plates, chemicals, and metal rollers,
machines to execute the art of etching. As a collective, the newly founded Group Eight, experimented
with alternative materials and searched for inexpensive substitutes. Under these conditions of material
poverty and artistic idealism Sud honed her skills (Sen 2007: 139-140).
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comes from within and you have to hold on to it” (Sen 1996: 132).
The figures in Sud’s work express the artist’s process of uncovering and freeing the
body from identity and self. Especially in her etchings from the seventies, the artist
raised questions of exploitation of the female body and the placement of women in
Indian society.
The work Darling get me a Baby made! (1979, fig.13) comments upon the women’s
ability to give birth. The rectangular etching is divided into two parts and focuses on
a group of young women, who are waiting half naked in front of a white background.
Above the standing assembly, the upper third of the image shows medical practitioners
in surgical masks behind white empty chairs. With folded arms and dark hollowed eyes,
it seems as if they are starring at the women and at the viewer. In the middle of the
stripe a newsprint advertisement of the ’test tube baby’ is visible. Right next to it, two
men in business suits with shirt, cravat, and big glasses are depicted laughing proudly
arrogantly into the picture.
A group of naked women stands in the lower section of the picture, with their shadows
being reflected against a white background, which appears illuminated by surgical lights.
The females are reflected in the background; they stand in the dark and seem playfully
connected with their own reflections. The figures indicate vital, youthful, and full-
breasted bodies, ready to receive and nourish life. In contrast to their vivid appearance,
the women are waiting impatiently, looking into the open room and resigned for their
turn. In the middle of the assembly one young lady holds a telephone in her hand, with
the cord disappearing into the next figure’s body, which appears just like an umbilical
cord reminding the viewer of the central topic; the conception of a baby.
The entire etching is done in black and white tones, creating a surrealistic uncom-
fortable and suppressive atmosphere with the women being enclosed by the arranged
composition of the medical scientists above them. Contrary to their natural ability to
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give birth, the females appear dependent on the men’s decisions, mercy and generosity.
Through her etching Darling get me a Baby made! Sud commented upon a contem-
porary social issue - the in-vitro fertilization of foetus - and in additionally critically
questioned the importance of motherhood in Indian society.
Sen suggested that the artist critiques the predominant pressure in Indian community
that stresses the importance for women to receive and bear male descendents. The art
historian draws the connection to the increasing social status and value that women
experience by bearing healthy male babies (Sen 1996: 108).
Whereas in her early works Sud’s figures appear in a narrative context, she gradually
developed an approach toward the body which place it outside a cultural context and
frees the form from all connotations and identities. By removing all attributes from her
figures, the artist concentrates on the perfection of the human shape. In the same step,
she defetishizes the naked female body as she abolishes general conventional signs of
beauty and sexuality. ”I focus on the nude for the sheer beauty of the body, that’s all.
...I remove the long hair on the female torso because there should be no distractions,”
explained Sud (Sen 1996: 107).
This work process can be traced in the etching Persona (1988, fig.14), which depicts
the body of a young woman standing in front of a mirror, holding a mask in her hands.
The figure is slightly turned to the right and with her hairless, neutral face she looks
introverted and expressionless into the open room of the picture. In front of her breasts,
she holds a long paper mask, which is shaped in a simple trapezoid and is attached to
two strings. Several items, such as eyeballs, ribbons, a wig, and a cullet are lying on
a small table in front of the figure. It appears as if the woman may use these pieces
to complete her disguise makeup and masquerade. A huge oval mirror dominates the
background of the picture and a woman’s white bra hangs on the wall. Strangely the
woman is not reflected in the mirror behind her, but beside her head the outlines of
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a gazing face appears, looking straight ahead to the viewer. The entire composition is
done in black and white, with a light blue coloring appearing in the mirror and around
the ribbons on the table.
The etching Persona focuses on the female body, which takes a main position in
the composition of the work. Instead of illustrating a specific person or type of woman,
the artist created a universal representation of the female body which is not set in any
cultural context. The appearance, physiognomy and body shape of the female is freed
from her immediate circumstances and it seems she could stand for any female from
an Asian, European, African or American background. Further, the strong and well-
formed body is partly covered in shade, which emphasizes the outlines of the woman.
By removing any sort of facial expression and the female’s hair, the woman appears out
of any sexual or erotic context and breaks with the conventional beauty idea.
To suggest a symbolical reading of the composition, Sen draws connections to the
traditional representations of the s´r. n˙ga¯ra - a woman adoring herself in the mirror. In
classical art women are frequently illustrated admiring their own beauty and loveliness.
This habit is perceived as a typical feminine gesture. In her etching Persona, according
to Sen, Sud converts this traditional notion and creates her own interpretation of ideal
femininity (Sen 2002: 162). In contrast to the conventional composition, the woman
stands with her back to the mirror, which does not reflect the female’s shape. Conse-
quently it seems the woman is not concerned about her own appearance in public, but
focuses on the mask she wants to put on. The dismantling of the woman’s beauty and
femininity by placing her masquerade and hair in front of her on the table, uncovers the
underlying idea that both notions are constructed concepts, applicable to every body
are implied. In this way, the artist reveals the mystery of the s´r. n˙ga¯ra or na¯yika¯ and of
female attraction.
As the etching Persona is part of a series of works, which depicts figures with masks,
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the symbolical meaning of the masquerade should be briefly analyzed. Primarily the
series expresses the artist’s personal search for identity, as she realized her duties and
roles in life, as daughter, teacher and artist, ”Persona is an outcome of that realization
- that you change one role for another, one mask for another” (Sen 1996: 113). The
masks in Suds etchings represent the social roles women have to perform in Indian
society. This is not only useful for self-defence, but also releases the woman from her
concern with her image and allows her to accentuate not only one, but many roles, that
she accomplishes in her daily routine (Jhaveri 2005: 166). Just as Aitken has suggested,
by analyzing miniature paintings that the female masquerade provides a safe space for
women to act and perform, where as male perception of femininity suggests, that Suds
figures consciously choose their characters and desired embodiments.
Clearly the mask represents a strong difference to the naked body of the woman. The
artificial face underlines the fragile and vulnerable aspect of the female body while the
physiognomy of the figure shows strong and mature muscular features, it thus appears
exposed. Sud created a great contrast in conventional representations of nude women,
as she defetishized the naked body by placing it outside of any erotic context.
Most of the artist’s works from the eighties show expressionless, naked figures, which
appear without any cultural or social environment. It is only in Sud’s later etchings,
from the late nineties on, that her females wear an individual face and appear with
strong mimetic features (Sen 2002: 168).
The etching Laundry (1994, fig.15) pictures a mature woman hanging up clothes
and body-like suits on a laundry wire. The woman is standing on the right side of the
picture with her back to the viewer. Captured during her activity, she holds a suit
in her hands, stretching the upper part in preparation for the wire. The laundry line
crosses the rectangular etching from left to right, indicating that it runs further outside
of the picture in both directions. As the entire etching is kept in grey, black and white
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tones, only one red bodysuit in the middle of the etching dominates the composition.
The woman turns her head towards the right leading the viewer’s look towards the
red garment. A grey wall in the background encloses the scene; only a bright white
stripe on the horizon indicates an outside world behind the area. The etching creates
tension between the voluptuous, rounded and vital costumes fluttering softly on the
wire and the strong and slender body of the woman. Her appearance seems reduced to
the minimal; there is no additional flesh softening the contours of the woman’s shape.
Similar to the etching Persona, the protagonist of the composition is confronted with
her own roles in life. By hanging up each of her bodies on the cord in front of her, the
female can meditate and reflect on her different personalities. ”It is the outer skins of
ourselves which are hung up to dry,” explained Sud (Sen 1996: 107).
As the artist frees her figures from her outside layers, she expresses her own search
for womanhood. What remains of the woman’s essence if her voluptuous and sensual
body is taken off? Which aspects are represented through the various clothes?
Milford-Lutzker proposed that the color red adds multiple layers of meaning to the
etching (Milford-Lutzker 2002: 24). As mentioned in earlier sections, red carries a
specific connotation in India. Beside its traditional semiotic connection with sexuality,
passion, power and life, red embodies the archetypal lover in Indian miniature painting
(Sen 2002: 80 ff.). It seems as if the woman is not only taking distance to her characters
and roles, but also to her own sexual and physical body, which is represented through
the red bodysuit in the middle of the composition. Just as Judith Butler questioned
the natural sexual body as distinct, it appears as if Sud’s figure is reconsidering the
biological imprint on her identity.
In her work, Anupam Sud uses nakedness to praise the beauty of the human form.
While creating a contrast and tension between the chiseled bodies, which emerge strong
and proud but simultaneously vulnerable, as they are taken out of their usual cultural
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setting. The naked body appears secluded by itself. There is no reference, no belonging
or correlation it could be subscribed to. ”It can also be argued that the idea of nakedness
invokes isolation in the struggle of the individual attempting self-definition on one’s own
terms,” states the artist (Sen 2002: 164). Contrary to the conventional understanding of
nakedness and nudeness, which John Berger described as essentially oppositional from
each other32, Sud is approaching the nude figure without inhibition and wipes away the
proclaimed distinction (Sen 2002: 163). Clearly the viewer recognizes naked bodies in
her etchings and, therefore, the figures transfer to nude illustrations. Nevertheless, it
is her natural approach toward the naked body that frees the figure of any sexual or
cultural context, where it could be seen as an object. Similar to Sonia Khurana Sud
uses the human body and it’s specific physicality to express collectively shared concerns.
The artist explained that:
Basically, these bodies are of the universal condition. My subject matter
is not related to one culture or one community. ... My prime need was to
remove the distinctions between society - because I feel we are one race, with
no distinctions in color or caste. (Anupam Sud in: Sen 2002: 164)
Sud’s natural approach towards the naked body which seems rather uncommon, can
be traced back to her childhood and upbringing. Supported through her intimate rela-
tionship with her mother, Sud always had a close connection to the female body. The
artist grew up with a distinct understanding and awareness of her own body, as physical
appearance and bodily perfection were main topics in her family (Sen 2007: 147).33
During her training at the Art College in Delhi, the young artist got used to an
academic approach of the full nude figure. In the seventies, art establishments had a
32”To be naked is to be oneself. To be nude is to be seen naked by others and yet not recognised for
oneself. A naked body has to be seen as an object in order to become a nude. Nakedness reveals itself.
Nudity is placed on display. To be naked is to be without disguise” (Berger 1972: 54).
33Anupam’s father was very particular about his physical presence and spend hours with bodybuild-
ing and training. In this atmosphere the artist developed her fascination for the human form and the
anatomical idiosyncrasies of the female and male shape (Sen 2007: 147).
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disreputable image in Indian society and nude drawing was seen as an inappropriate
activity as the artist remembers:
Imagine my consternation when I entered the life class for the first time and
confronted a full male nude figure! I even remember a young woman in class
passing out because of embarrassment... (Anupam Sud in: Sen 2007: 132)
Today Sud is one of the few Indian artists working from the nude model, which still
seems a conflicting practice (Sinha 1996: 17). Although her etchings and paintings are
dedicated to the naked human body with a strong realistic approach, the artist never
had to face censorship. According to Sud, it is not nakedness, but its voyeuristic form of
representation and use that cause problems in Indian public as she explained that, ”The
naked body with all its vulnerabilities is perhaps the most beautiful sight to behold.
Nudity is not the issue I think, it is what you signify that can become a problem” (Sen
2007: 147).34
In her work Sud introduced a new approach towards the naked human body, leaving
cultural, social and sexual concepts behind. In this way, the artist releases the nude
female figure from voyeuristic connotations which would turn her into an object of
fantasy and desire. Sud illustrates her figures in a highly sophisticated way, as she
never completely exposes them in her compositions. Mostly sexual body parts are kept
in the shade or covered by extremities. The artist softens the contours of her figures
or covers the genitals with a layer of unclearness.35 The body is neither illustrated as
highly erotically nor as an androgynies being.
Anupam Sud strengthens the multiple layers of the bodily expression, which the
34Certainly this proposition is not relevant for the artwork of video artist Sonia Khurana who caused
outmost reactions in Indian society with her art project Bird, despite her highly sophisticated and
respectful approach toward the naked female body.
35This tendency is visible throughout Anupam Sud’s work. While in her etchings from the eighties
like The dice (1986), Persona (1988), Emancipation (1988), and Apparition (1988) the genitals of the
figures are kept in the dark and therefore hidden in the mysterious, her later works, such as Over a
Cup of Tea (2006), Voyage I (2007), Couch Potato (2007), place the bodies in convenient positions.
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artist places between vulnerability and potency, carving out the universal qualities
within all human beings, and thus returns to an anthropological approach of the human
body as formed by nature. The artist introduced in her forty years of artistic work
new technical and artistic possibilities to the field of printmaking. Furthermore she
developed an open approach toward the naked female body, freeing it from established
stereotypes by placing it outside the common frame as a sensual and seductive object,
a concept widely spread in Indian art and culture.
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2.5 Gogi Saroj Pal
Gogi Saroj Pal is seen as one of India’s leading female artists who dedicated her work
to feminist issues, critically questioning women’s position and role in Indian history
and society. Working with installations and collages in the eighties, Pal was one of the
first artists to establish conceptual art in India (Dutt 2010: preface).36 Throughout her
creation Pal searches for aspects and facets of womanhood and tries to answer her own
enquiry as what does it mean to be a woman in Indian society? In her artistic process
Pal developed a new morphology where the female body is seen as a symbolically and
emotionally charged site, representing the multi-layered spectrums of femininity. The
artist expresses, through the woman’s shape, her critique of the female status and role
in Indian society.
Born in 1945 in Neoli (Uttar Pradesh) Gogi Saroj Pal grew up as a technocrat’s
daughter in a politically and intellectually sensitive atmosphere (Dutt 2010: preface).
Her grandmother was a self-confident woman and an educator. As the first female
school principal in Himachal Pradesh, she influenced the young artists personality as
Pal remembers her advice: ”It is Me [Pal] who has to decided how I want to live, [that
is the] lesson I have learned,” (ArtTalk 2011: 04:44). At a very young age Pal made
up her artistic mind, deciding to dedicate her life to art even though painting was not
seen as an honorable profession (ArtTalk 2011: 12:07). At 16 years of age she left
home and joined the College of Art in Vanasthali Rajastahan. Soon after she began
school, she decided to leave Vanasthali since she felt bored with her teachers and the
educational system. Moving to Lucknow to meet her uncle, she enrolled at the local
College of Art and received her diploma in painting in 1967. Between 1968 and 1969,
Pal joined the College of Art in New Delhi for a Post-Graduate course (Milford-Lutzker
36Due to the artist’s comment, the Indian art world dismissed installations as art in the early eighties.
On the contrary, for her mixed media installation, Memory Wall from 1982 Pal has been awarded
internationally (Dutt 2010: preface).
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2002: 22). Moving to the capital city, Pal lived by herself near the Jama Masjid where
she experienced the slums, the poor, and the needs of the people around her. In this
milieu the artist developed her artistic sensibilities. The scriptures of Tolstoy, Tagore
and Steinbeck nourished the young artists mind with philosophical and ideological ideas.
Late middle century painters, like Giotto, influenced Pal’s early paintings (Nair 1996:
130).
Initially working on woodcuts, linos, lithographs and monoprints, Pal shifted towards
paint and easel from 1965 on (Nair 1996: 124). The artist organized her first solo show
in 1969, which has been followed by numerous exhibitions nationally and internationally
(Pal 2010a: biodata). Dedicating her life to work and art, Gogi Saroj Pal refused to
make any compromises, like marriage, teaching, or side jobs, to fit social conventions
(Susan 2011). From the early beginning on the female figure took a central position in
the artist’s compositions.
I have never felt apologetic for making woman the main focus of my work. I
am rather proud of being a woman and trying to unravel through my work
what makes a woman, how much of a woman is conditioned and how much
natural. (Gogi Saroj Pal in: Dutt 2010: preface)
Throughout her work, Pal focuses on the female sex and allegorizes the woman’s body
as sensuous, voluptuous, and full-breasted form to emphasize its soft, sensitive and
nourishing qualities. The artist uses the female shape to criticize the status of women
in Indian society and their restriction of choice and freedom, predominantly in relation
to marriage customs and duties (Milford-Lutzker 2002: 22). For Nair, the artist gambles
with the position of the woman as subject and object ”of introspection and absorption”,
which is expressed through a direct metaphoric language (Nair 1996: 130).
In the eighties, Gogi Saroj Pal foregrounded the compositional value of her paintings,
using figurative forms to express her own personal suffering as mother and single parent
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in a hostile community (Nair 1996: 124). In numerous paintings the artist explored
the idea of motherhood and critically commented on social harassment and isolation
that single mothers have to face in the patriarchal Indian society.37 Focusing on the
woman’s position as victim, various paintings show men and women gossiping over a
lonely mother figure, which is predominantly placed in the middle of the composition.38
In this decade Pal’s women appear with a lengthened, slim and light body, which seems
without substance, as the artist concentrated on the precious and vulnerable qualities
of the female shape.39
The rectangular painting Haliy Comet (1986, fig.16), which portrays three naked
women sitting next to each other on a black stone, each holding a small child in her
lap, contains the artists feelings and emotions as isolated mother. All three women in
the composition are illustrated similarly, with a light-skinned, slim body with long legs
and arms and plump breasts. Their oval faces seem expressionless; their eyes lay hidden
in large dark hollows and their long black hair hang softly, touching their shoulders.
While the central figure sits with her legs closed together and her right arm crossing her
thighs, the other two women are shown with their knees wide apart, only their big toes
point towards each other. The right female’s head is turned to look at her companions.
The central and the left women look straight ahead, meeting the observer’s gaze. The
three babies are shown in different sleeping positions, close to the abdomen area of each
woman. The left woman’s belly is visible and it is not clear, because of the shading, if
she is now pregnant. As the small child in her arms lies unclothed before her, it seems
less connected to her mother than the other two babies to their mothers.
The background of the picture is painted in dark colors. A sort of grass-green
37Especially her paintings Mandi I (1983), Mandi II (1983) and her series Being a Woman (1985),
and Halley’s Comet (1986) focus on the theme of motherhood and isolation.
38Sen highlights the influence of Amrita Sher-Gil’s work, especially of the picture Afternoon Siesta
(1937) in Pal’s paintings. Obviously the artist reinterpreted her predecessors painting in Story and
Story Teller (1987) (Sen 2002: 83).
39Certainly these paintings show a stylistic inspiration through the work of the Italian painter Giotto
and his frescos in St. Franc from Assisi (Nair 1996: 124).
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mist fills the space around the figures, creating a mystical atmosphere. Body parts
and extremities appear mysteriously through the fog. A thin yellow circle around the
central woman’s head suggests a small halo. The women present a passive mood, as
if they are passing time observing what is going on around them. Their unreceptive
hands hang down from their long arms, without actively engaging with the small bodies
on their laps. Even if their full breasts and round bodies create the notion of fertility
and nourishment, the long and thin legs of the women set a strong contrast to this
expression. Although Gogi Saroj Pal depicts the woman’s body in her early paintings
in a feminine and delicate way, she does not idealize the female shape but uses its fragility
to comment upon the emotional state of her protagonists. In Haliy Comet the women
appear isolated and overburdened by their duty to dedicate their lives to the survival
of the next generation. Thus Pal uses the naked female body in a seemingly realistic
way to critique women’s position in society, and just as Anupam Sud commented in
her etchings on the importance of motherhood in Indian culture, also Pal questions this
traditional expectation and duty.
While females in the eighties are illustrated in a seemingly naturalistic way, Pal
develops a more schematic morphology in her later work. In the nineties the artist frees
her figures from a narrative context and remains focused on the female physicality. In her
series Naika she explores the round and opulent female body by depicting each woman in
a different position - resting, sitting or crouching - in a colorful square frame. Now each
painting seems filled by the heroine’s body; the artist goes even further by extending
the woman’s shape over the drawn frame. Any minute the figures will break out and
stretch their extremities beyond the small colorful canvas, in which they are pressed.
Clearly Pal is referencing in her work traditional miniature or ka¯l¯igha¯t˙ paintings, which
equally encircle the entire composition within multiple frames.
Centrally in the rectangular painting, Reading Woman (1991, fig.17), lies a seemingly
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naked woman reading a book. Her voluptuous body, turned towards the viewer, fills
the entire space. The woman rests on a cushion with her head supported by her right
hand and her left arm positioned on her right thigh. Although she holds her legs bent,
her right knee and the toes of her left foot crosses the multiple colored frames, which
encircles the whole composition. The female’s body is colored in a soft beige tone with
light gray outlines. Broad red lips and big black eyes, which meet the gazer’s look,
dominate her light-skinned face. Behind her shoulders her long black hair waves in the
wind. The background is divided in a lower red-orange half and a dark blue sky with
small leaves flying around.
Obviously the woman is the main focus of this painting. The small book almost
disappears beside the round opulent female body. The figure transmits a strong fem-
ininity which includes a soft and sensual, but also erotic and reflective impression. In
her work, Reading Woman, Pal is challenging the traditional image of the na¯yika¯, by
creating a new idea of femininity. The woman, although fitting the usual stereotypes of
having a light-skinned, full breasted body, big eyes and long black hair, can not be seen
as typical illustration of an idealized na¯yika¯, but rather embodies her own feelings and
aspirations. Pal is creating a complex picture of femininity, which includes nourishing,
sensual and erotic aspects as well as a thoughtful and reflective impression.
By illustrating a reading woman, Pal comments upon the female’s freedom, right
and capacity to study and receive higher training.40 The artist evolves in her painting
Reading Woman a new interpretation of the long established reclining woman subject
and refers to the well known images of Raja Ravi Varma and Amrita Sher-Gil.41 Nev-
40In India many girls still receive poor quality schooling and women’s current literacy rate stands
at 47,8% (Trivedi 2010: 182 ff.). The right and necessity for equal education in all social communities
still has to be promoted and discussed in Indian society.
41The overall composition, the coloring and the arrangement of the reading woman in Ravi Varma’s
painting Reclining Woman and Pal’s work show numerous affinities. Both ladies are resting on their
right side and support their head with their arm. Further the open book, which is placed in front of
the women, can be found in both illustrations. The positioning of the legs and the placement of the left
arm draws connections to Sher-Gil’s painting, Woman Resting on a Charpoy. Furthermore influences
from the painting Nude Group are visible in Pal’s work. Art historian Milford-Lutzker even traces
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ertheless Pal goes further in her illustration. In contrast to her precursors she not only
develops a new interpretation of the well known subject, but also provides the female
with the possibility to break out of her setting. While Raja Ravi Varma’s and Sher-Gil’s
women lay stretched out in their compositions, Pal’s female appears crunched together
and pressed into the theme. The woman is not comfortable in her position; she has
to bend her legs and still crosses the frame with her toes and knee. The frames are
symbolically capturing an image, a long established stereotype of beauty and lust that
Pal’s na¯yika¯ does not fit in to. By stretching out into the border-frame the woman
illustrates her choice and freedom to abandon old role models, thereby creating new
suitable images. Women are more than an illustration of lust and beauty.
The wavy hair and the open blue sky with the small leaves support the female’s
freedom of choice and her possibility to step out the given setting. The small book is
crossing into the painted frame of the scene and follows the woman in her process of
leaving the accepted stereotype. In this sense the book gains importance and becomes a
symbol for recognizing the woman’s intellect, right of education, and self-empowerment.
As Milford-Lutzker has suggested, the artist not only celebrates femininity in her paint-
ing, but also praises the woman intellectually (Milford-Lutzker 2002: 23). Kapur has
pointed out that the female reader also signifies the inner life of the protagonist (Kapur
1997: 193).42
Throughout the nineties Pal’s females develop a strong, sensual and vivid body.
As they are mainly kept in one color they appear naked. At first look, their round
and accentuated feminine shape, the big red lips, and dark eyes create a seductive
and vibrant image. Observing them closely, they indicate an uncomfortable position
in their small canvas as if they are depicted in too small images. Accordingly they
influences of Matisse’s work in Pal’s Reading woman, but does not provide the reader with further
details (Milford-Lutzker 2002: 23).
42Due to Kapur, the motif of the reading female was well known in western art and linked with the
modesty of women before the workaday life of the man (Kapur 1997: 193).
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touch and cross the frames of their boxes and transmit a sense of revolution against
their assigned role. Breaking their borders Pal’s figures take the first step to free them
from the created image and proposes a personal complexity that reaches beyond a single
depiction.43 Constantly in the search for what defines and shapes women, Gogi Saroj
Pal explores different aspects of the female sex throughout her work as she explained
that:
I am trying to search and know and explore what woman is! How woman
is! It is not a physical body, it is not to obtain, it is not a motherhood, it is
not a childhood. How and where the woman is I am trying to explore. The
body is one kind of exploration. (Gogi Saroj Pal in: ArtTalk 2011: 16:00)
In her search for womanhood, Gogi Saroj Pal grapples with Indian history and
culture. Through her study of ancient texts the artist picked out images and swapped
them by combining old ideas with contemporary stereotypes (Nair 1996: 130). In her
quarrel with traditional descriptions of the female sex, the artist fabricated mythical
creatures in her series, Kamdhenu and Kinnari, which are half woman and half cow and
half woman and half bird. In classical literature women were complimented through
the comparisons with cows, as the animal and its products are useful in universal ways
(ArtTalk 2011: 09:00). By equating Kamdhenu, the wish fulfilling cow, with her females
in a modern expression, it became a submissive symbol of the Indian idea of womanhood.
As Pal describes her thoughts, ”I was overwhelmed when I thought of the service the cow
renders to society - it’s amazing how after it all, she is degraded and ill-treated,”(Nair
1996: 130).
Most of the artist’s Kamdhenu illustrations are composed as her na¯yika¯s ; a single
figure is kept in a colorful rectangle, her body round and sensuous touches the edges or
43Especially Gogi Saroj Pal’s series Naika, which originated in the early nineties, exemplify the
discussed features. In most compositions the full-bodied women break the created image, by reaching
over the provided frames and space they should fit into.
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even crosses the borders of her vision. (Kamdhenu 13, 1995, fig.18). With her sensual
red lips, big dark eyes, full breasts and round rump the Kamdhenu features all desir-
able aspects of the female appearance, but still remains a self-conscious attitude (Nair
1996: 130). Combining the women’s shape with animal attributes and body parts, Pal
expands the usual implications connected with the female appearance and stresses so-
cial preconceptions as seeing women as childbearing and wish-fulfilling creatures.44 The
artist plays with the notion of sexuality and sensuality through her figures luscious-
ness. The roundness of the woman’s body and the implied feeling of density and agility
express the female’s capacity that is more than society, roles or norms are suggesting.
Not only are ancient established stereotypes critically appraised in Pal’s work. A
series of Naikas are illustrated with diverse beauty products, critically commenting on
commercial media and the cosmetic industry which make use of women for advertising
purposes and creating expectations of unreachable life-styles and beauty ideas.45
With her soft-tissue dolls built out of canvas cloth, stuffed with rags, and painted
with acrylic color, Pal is ironically scrutinizing the supermodel craze that is hitting India.
Her plastic Barbie Big Doll (1997, fig.19) is seated on a wooden chair crossing her feet
and resting her interlaced hands in her lab. The lady seems placed on the stool, waiting
and undecided where to go next. The figure is made out of white canvas with a few
yellow lines around her breasts and waist and seems naked. The strong woman’s torso
has full breasts and long slim extremities. Her round face appears covered under layers
of make up; seductively painted red lips, and dark eyes gazing out beneath two pink
shadowed eyelids which dominate her expression. Her long black hair bound together
hangs behind the dolls back. Her fingernails and toenails reflect the pink rouge of the
44A short story told by the artist expresses the diverging perception of women and men in Indian
society. While Pal painted the Kamdhenu series, her father asked the artist hurtfully: ”Why do you
feel that women are seen that way? I never saw you that way.” Contrary Pal’s mother stated with
laughter: ”Oh Gogi, you are taking revenge on behalf of all of us!” (Susan 2011).
45In this series the na¯yika¯ who is presenting the product, becomes the item of desire herself. Kesh-
nikhar (1996), Woodland Shoes (1996), Godrey Hair Dye (1996), Glass Bangles from Faizabad (1996)
are just a few compositions belonging to this series.
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dolls cheeks.
As the name suggests, Pal swapped the universal image of the Barbie doll, which
communicates a physical image far off the normal physiognomy of average females.
Milford-Lutzker has found out in conversation with the artist (Milford-Lutzker 2002:
23), that the life-size doll embodies Pal’s frustration with the fashion and commercial
world. In mass media an image of woman’s physicality, that most female bodies do not
reflect, is constantly inflicted upon them.46 It appears appalling that, in a country like
India, where poverty and under nourishment is a big issue, young females try to starve
themselves to fit beauty ideals that are influenced by western cultures and which they
can hardly attain (Milford-Lutzker 2002: 23). With its round shape and full breasts,
Pal’s Big Barbie doll stresses the nourishing aspect of the female body. At the same
time it appears naked and vulnerable as the sheer female body is exposed without any
cover or context (Milford-Lutzker 2002: 23). In contrast, the woman’s face is thickly
covered by make up and provides a mask for the female to protect herself from society.
Similar to Aitkens theory of the female masquerade, Milford-Lutzker suggests that the
layers of make-up conceal the inner reality of the woman (Milford-Lutzker 2002: 23).
Does Gogi Saroj Pal use the concept of the female masquerade to protect her pro-
tagonist? Thus, freedom for women in India ends with being born into society. The
female enters life and is constantly educated to perform a certain role. Even seated
naked on a stool, Pal’s doll fulfills a certain concept in her appearance, which seems to
be inherent in the female masquerade. Likewise to Anupam Sud who provided paper
masks for her naked figures, Pal comments upon the different roles women perform in
their daily routine, when they put on the female masquerade and enter society.
Throughout her creation, Gogi Saroj Pal is interested in searching for a holistic
understanding of the female gender, commenting on established stereotypes, ancient
traditions and contemporary issues as the artist explained that:
46e.g. in magazines such as Femina (Thapan 2009: 69 ff.).
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The focus on a single female figure, albeit a hybrid one, exudes an obsessive
interest, which suggests a state of absorption with the self as well as with
the condition of women in the unjust patriarchal social-cultural system that
still prevails. (Gogi Saroj Pal in: Nair 1996: 131)
The female body as an instrument to discuss feminist topics and raise social concerns
develops and increases its femininity, roundness and shape. Pal never used a nude
model to draw from, instead she observed the female relatives of her family. ”You learn
sensuousness by looking at the women around you when you’re growing up. For years
my model and inspiration was my mother. ...the looseness of her arms, the roundness
of her stomach, the scars of childbirth,” states the artist (Susan 2011).
In her work, Pal is not afraid to depict sensual luscious females, which can be read in
an erotic way. For the artist the female physiognomy, covered or uncovered, remains an
important part of womanhood, as she emphasizes that women are also defined through
their physicality, their breasts, hips and thighs (ArtTalk 2011: 15:00). Meditating on
society, the artist clearly understands, that India still has a long way to go to achieve
equality between the sexes. She still sees women’s current main concern is in surviving
as ”We [Indian society] are still killing our girl children in our country and we are not
talking about it,” (ArtTalk 2011: 23:19). Through more than forty-five years, Gogi Saroj
Pal comments upon ancient, actual and newly created stereotypes about the female sex
and through her work continues to challenge society, to recognize, face, and deal with
misogyny and the narrowing concepts of the female gender.
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2.6 Rekha Rodwittiya
Rekha Rodwittiya addresses through her art feminist topics that she feels personally
and universally responsible for, as her life and work has been guided by her strong fem-
inist beliefs. The female in Rodwittiya’s creative work becomes a forceful and skillful
conveyor of information concerning social and political imbalances and inequalities di-
rected towards women. Although the artist addresses female violence, abuse and rape,
her monumental images appear self-possessed and confident. In her artistic progress,
she developed a shape that articulates sexuality and femininity without masking or
objectifying women. Her figures emerge as goddess-like icons and embody a sign of
emancipated female subjectivity (Magar 2012: 86-87). Since the mid eighties Rodwit-
tiya has been teaching nationally and internationally, and has been actively involved in
the Indian art world through her written papers and lectures, as well as through her
curatorial work (Rodwittiya 2007: 121).
Born in Bangalore in 1958, Rekha Rodwittiya grew up in a liberal and modern think-
ing atmosphere. Drawing since her childhood, she soon discovered the expressiveness in
painting, which no other medium could provide for her (Rodwittiya 2007: 6). She grad-
uated from the school of Fine Arts at the M.S. University in Baroda in 1981. The school
conforms to the tradition of Indian narrative painting. In College the young artist mar-
ried a student from Thailand, but shortly after their son was born, they divorced and
Rodwittiya struggled as a single mother and feminist artist in Indian society. Although
her background was privileged, she experienced the conservative mindset of the Indian
community in which the female should dedicate her life to family and her husband,
who embodies a dominating role (Rodwittiya 2007: 5). While Rodwittiya received fur-
ther training at the Royal College of Art in London and a two year program in Film
and Video at the Fulham Institute, her parents looked after her son. This enabled the
young artist to concentrate on her profession, to evolve her personal articulation in her
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paintings, (Milford-Lutzker 2002: 23) and to complete her schooling in Europe. Since
her first solo show in 1982, Rekha Rodwittiya held numerous exhibitions nationally and
internationally (Rodwittiya 2007: 118).
Her strong feminist views were affirmed through her liberating and open-minded
experiences in London in the early eighties. She did not however completely agree with
the regional women’s movement, since she was missing the comprehension of femininity,
she developed her own political approach.
In the debate during this time there was a noticeable absence of the inclusion
of the feminine, which intrigued me, as I chose to retain this aspect and
pronounce it with a redefined interpretation, which sets it apart from the
conventional patriarchal definition of it. (Rodwittiya 2000: 11)
Besides the energetic incidents that Rodwittiya underwent during her stay in London,
she experienced exclusion and harassment in everyday life because of her color and sex,
which influenced her artistic language and her own political involvement. Experiencing
the Diaspora allowed the artist to see issues of cultural specificity more objectively
than she could in India, where she was involved in the debate about ’Indian-ness’, as
a result of the post-colonial redefinition. In this atmosphere of political and feminist
upheaval, and with the necessary distance from her own culture and homeland, the
artist’s language matured (Rodwittiya 2000: 10).
Back from Europe Rodwittiya felt under great pressure as an unmarried single
mother in patriarchal Indian society. Even though her self - assured and confident
appearance affected her daily involvements, she had to struggle to compete in the con-
temporary art scene. Soon after she began a teaching position in the School of Fine
Arts in Baroda in 1984, she was dismissed for her outspoken feminist attitude (Milford-
Lutzker 2002: 23).
My own self-empowerment did not safeguard me from the assaults of gender
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bias as an adult, and it is a daily battle to preserve the precincts of equality
that decides my own determination, self-respect and belonging. (Rodwittiya
2007: 5)
Rodwittiya addresses her anger against society and norms that limit women’s freedom
and self-determination through her art. She uses the female body to express social
injustices and disparity that are not only limited to female issues, but are highly po-
litical and suppressive towards humanity (Milford-Lutzker 2002: 23). Her early works
emphasize sexuality, its exploitation, abuse, and violence. Nonetheless the power in her
females never states them as victims; rather they demand an engagement with their
issues and become a symbol for resistance. The artist gradually developed a schematic
approach of the female shape that culminated in the early nineties in her monumental
images of woman, which dominate her paintings. Despite using attributes and symbols
in her compositions, Rodwittiya denies a narrative reading and insists on the multiple
layers of meanings of her work that have to be peeled off for a deeper understanding
(Milford-Lutzker 2002: 24).
Following this concept, the rectangular watercolor painting Scissor, Gun, Knife,
Cunt (1995, fig.20), depicts a matured woman sitting in an open symbolic landscape,
with different weapons directed at her. The crouching woman, who is dressed in slightly
transparent clothes - white trousers and a red dress - subjugates the left half of the
picture. Positioned in a frontal pose, with her knees far apart, she encircles her developed
round womb with both her hands. Her face shows clear features with small red lips and
dark open eyes, which meet the viewer’s look. Her cheeks are colored in a warm red
tone, matching the color of her dress. Her long black hair falls openly and freely down
her back.
Red color indicating blood appears beneath her bottom and spreads toward her feet
and the edge of the painting where it merges into a red strip creating a rectangular
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frame for the entire composition. As the woman holds her legs apart, it seems as if
all the blood will pour out of her abdomen. The red color of her dress matches the
tone of the blood and frame. The right half of the picture shows three red pairs of
handprints, placed above each other and crossed vertically in the middle by a cord. A
pair of scissors, a gun and a knife directed toward the sitting woman, are drawn above
the handprints. The instruments are slightly transparent allowing the handprints and
the cord to shine through. The background of the painting is kept in a light yellow-
brown tone, which seems as a vast desert wherein a tiny chair, boat, palm-tree, house,
plant and mounds with long elongated shadows appear. Beneath the handprints the
brown of the background takes on a reddish quality.
The female’s body suggests strength and sovereignty as she displays her full physi-
cality. Her broad shoulders and round arms seem protective as if she has to defend her
unborn baby and her womb from the weapons targeted at her. Tension and a strong self
control emerge from the mature female figure, which is settled and self-determined amid
the outspoken violence directed toward her. The female is not shown as victim, instead
she appeals for direct consideration of her situation. Sinha has stressed the ironic and
calm atmosphere, within which artist Rodwittiya presents sexual and medical violence
directed against women (Sinha 2002: 68).
As the female’s clothes and the weapons are configured transparently, they could
be seen as embodiment of one obvious layer of violence, covering the underlying mat-
ter. The evident brutality that is caused by the scissor, gun, and knife are relative in
comparison with the social cruelty women face in India. Milford-Lutzker explained the
symbolic meaning of handprints in traditional India, which can be read as representation
of cultural ambiguities that women have to face in their communities (Milford-Lutzker
2002: 24). A row of red handprints are traditionally drawn on the walls of a young
girls home when she marries into her husband’s family, or done by a widow, a sati¯,
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before she leaves her home to sacrifice herself at her husband’s funeral pyre. The art
historian suggests that the handprints can represent women’s strength and devotion as
well as their vulnerability (Milford-Lutzker 2002: 24). The color red, which the artist
associates with ”sacrifice, passion, desire and protest” (Jhaveri 2005: 153), supports the
ambiguous meaning of the handprints. In the painting Scissor, Gun, Knife, Cunt, the
handprints appear on one level with the female’s body. Both represent social norms and
costumes that women have to deal with and accept in Indian society. Both symbolize a
site where crime and violence are executed against the female sex in daily life.
Through her invasive paintings and by capturing the shear violence, Rodwittiya
addresses social inequities that reach further than the man-woman relationship. Most
shocking for the artist are harassments and crimes that are executed by women against
women. In a traditional Indian family system, the mothers-in-law worsen the situation
of their daughters-in-law, which takes the lowermost position in the community. Even
if the younger woman experienced this exclusion, once her position has improved by
bearing a son, she will act in the same manner to her own daughter-in-law. Here
the artist calls for education and dialogue to break down these battles of anxiety and
jealousy (Rodwittiya 2007: 5).
Subverting her traditional educational background, Rodwittiya stepped outside the
narrative in her compositions to universalize the image of the feminine self and address
issues that are not only revelant to Indian women but of global concern (Sinha 2002:
68). In her work the artist developed monumental female figures, which enable Rod-
wittiya to express her feminist concerns best: ”I understand and associate life via the
human predicament and it is the female figure that accommodates multiple interpre-
tations of meaning within my work” (Rodwittiya 2007: 7). Her fascination with the
body is grounded in the outer reflection of the inner structure. In her new approach
towards the female, Rodwittiya created icons that subvert established norms of beauty
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and traditional forms of representation. Her full-bodied and self-assured women express
the artist’s own perception of femininity and womanhood (Jhaveri 2005: 153). As ac-
companying elements are progressively reduced, the use of line and color is strengthened
in the artist’s paintings (Rodwittiya 2007: 8).
The painting Stories from The Womb (1998, fig. 21) embodies Rodwittiyas advanced
approach toward the female shape. Drawn on odhani, a traditional silken painting
material, the artist accentuates her link to tradition, but shatters the conventional
female image (Jhaveri 2005: 153). Centrally in the rectangular picture stands a life-
size naked woman. The female seems transparent, as only her outlines are drawn by a
thin black line. The skin and the background of the composition are equally colored;
the entire painting is dyed in a light beige tone. In the woman’s womb a roughly five-
month-old foetus is lying on his side, crouched up in a seemingly natural position. A red
line beneath the embryos back appears to be a basin, holding the unborn in the womb.
Springing from the female’s navel, a red stream crosses the foetus and travels further
down the uterus where it appears between the thighs of the woman. From there the
red line flows to the ground in a stream of blood. Two horizontal red lines in the lower
part of the picture symbolizes the ground on which the figure stands. In the middle of
the left upper arm an artery originates and branches into numerous small blood vessels
before it reaches the hand. The entire left palm is covered with blood and small red
drops fall to the ground, where they merge with the pooled blood on the floor. A dark
green stalk stems from the right upper arm and curls around the woman’s lower arm.
Finally reaching beneath the hand, it blossoms into a red flower; the tulip-like bloom
mirrors the form of the left hand.
Just a few lines build the strong female body. The mature physicality suggests the
capacity to bear and nourish the small growing foetus. Contrary to the conventional rep-
resentation of female fertility, Rodwittiya’s figure shows small breasts, a slightly implied
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waist and broad hips. Her short legs appear massive and stable enough to withstand
any challenges. Resting on the broad shoulders and the long neck, the woman’s face
bear clear features. The distinct black eyes, intensified through the round eyebrows,
focus on the viewer. The black hair is tightly drawn around the head and extends down
her neck behind her shoulders. Slight differences between the left and right features,
evoke a natural imperfection and beauty in the woman’s face, and suggest an approach-
able and lively human being. Rodwittiya’s subtle play with dimensionalities leaves the
viewer with his own interpretation of the painting. While the outlined body suggests a
symbolic reading of the figure, the green stem around the woman’s right arm and her
black hair indicate physicality and three-dimensionality.
With the female’s physiognomy, the artist challenges the conventional idea of wom-
anhood and bodily perfection. Even though the female’s body appears powerful and
self-confident, it emanates a natural femininity. The woman’s position induces refer-
ences to traditional depictions of Hindu-goddesses standing in samabhan˙ga stha¯naka - a
straight pose, with the feet slightly turned out and the hands reaching down either side
of the female’s body.47 Through the frontal confrontation, an exchange of gazes between
the woman and the viewer are evoked. Magar argues that Rodwittiya’s icons call to
mind the concept of darshan and therefore create a spiritual connection between the
viewer and the illustration (Magar 2012: 86). Certainly the energetic representation of
the female body, in Stories from the Womb, invites the viewer to approach the painting
and reconsider the raised issues. Moreover the powerful stand saves the woman from
being tormented and reduced to a sheer object of crime and mistreatment. Thus the
artist is not afraid to illustrate the pain and suffering that is implied in the experience
of pregnancy and motherhood.
Rodwittiya frees the female nude from its classical exotic and chauvinistic conno-
47Banerjea described the canonical position referencing Tagore’s words, by stating that ”the right
and left of the figure are disposed symmetrically, the sutra or plumb line passing through the navel,
from the crown of the head to a point midway between the heels” (Banerjea 1985: 264).
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tations and instead accentuates women’s power and fertility (Jhaveri 2005: 153). In
contrast to Anupam Sud, who has chosen an naturalistic style to represent her self-
assured female nude figures, and Gogi Saroj Pal who emphasizes the round and sensuous
female shape, Rodwittiya works with an iconic form, which contains male and female
characteristics.
Focusing on the solitary figure, the artist gradually flattened her monumental fe-
males and finally presents them as impressive icons of womanhood. Mainly set against
a plain, flat background her women progressively fill the entire space of the canvas, ac-
companied by different religious animals, flowers or symbols. While her early paintings
broach the issue of sexual and bodily pain, violence and abuse, Rodwittiya increasingly
emphasizes a holistic approach of femininity. Since the late nineties her images appear
engaged in domestic tasks, such as gardening, household duties or during the process
of art making.48 Jahveri understands these compositions as the artist’s expression of
female spirituality and meditation, which can be found in all forms of activities (Jhaveri
2005: 153). Certainly these paintings show great influences of indigenous subjects and
painting techniques visible in the flat style and used symbols. Reconsidering her own
artwork, Rodwittiya constantly challenges the ongoing political engagements and denies
accepting a specific form of feminist art practice as she understands:
Conservative and fundamentalist forces are also manipulation feminist agen-
das in subversive ways to serve their own purposes. It is clear that a vocal
and active feminist voice is still vitally essential.(Rodwittiya 2000: 17)
In her art, Rodwittiya uses the native painting techniques and established archetypes,
to celebrate and express femininity in a contemporary way, without stigmatising the
female as a voyeuristic or chauvinistic sight and feminist art as only being politically
radical or shocking. In her series, Encrypted Soliloquies (2004), and Second Skin (2007),
48Compositions such as The Seamstress (1996), The Chillie Pounder (1996), and the exhibition Bye
Bye Baby (2002) show various images of working women depicted in interiors or natural settings.
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Rodwittiya drew clothed and unclothed females who represent the extensive facets of
womanhood including connections to ancient religious symbols, classical body posi-
tions, and mythic figures from Indian culture and history. The female body emerges
increasingly androgynous and schematically universalized. Appearing with a strong
and seemingly masculine body her life-size women fill the entire canvas (fig.22). As the
female appear less round and feminine but rather tough and edged, they are only distin-
guishable as women by their genitals. In her figures the artist merges male and female
characteristics to express her feminist approach and underline the unifying aspects of
humanity through the body’s physicality.
Rodwittiya’s pronounced feminist and political engagement resonates through her
art, which does not accept the woman to be objectified, victimized or stereotyped in one
way or another. Her early years in Baroda laid the foundation for the artists pronounced
political engagement and social critical feminist art practice. In her artistic develop-
ment Rodwittiya searches for her own emblematic representation of the female shape
to embody, appeal and critique social inequalities and injustice. Her imposing, icon-like
women are represented as archetypal figures, which never allow being sacrificed by the
dominant patriarchal system. After thirty years, the artist persists on the actuality of
her feminist approach as the women’s status is more than ever in a critical position:
In a world where atrocities are committed against women, a focus to re-
dress this is vital; because unless a concerted effort is made to refashion the
attitudes of patriarchy, women in traditional societies will continue to be
victimised. (Rodwittiya 2007: 5)
Approaching womanhood in an inclusive mode, Rekha Rodwittiya is not afraid to re-
consider traditional modes to express and celebrate the feminine gender. Her joyful
and vibrant life-size nudes inspire and suggest a delightful, but also profound approach
towards feminism.
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2.7 Pushpamala N.
The south Indian artist, Pushpamala N. works with lens-based images, both still and
moving, investigating feminist issues by commenting on established stereotypes in India
through the approach of history, narratives and icons. In her photographic series the
female plays the main character and uncovers layers of created stereotypes about Indian
women. The artist herself is the creative mind behind the work as well as the perform-
ing protagonist in front of the camera. Therefore she becomes object and subject in
her own artistic creations and blurs the distinction between these notions (Prasad n.d.:
4). Pushpamala N., whose conceptual photography is commonly stated in relation with
Cindy Sherman’s pictures of the seventies, ((Oberhollenzer & Miki 2009); (Tharu 2006))
was one of the first lens-based artists in India who captured her self.49 Through her in-
clusive approach, her elaborate set-ups, lighting and painted backgrounds, Pushpamala
N. creates a fiction where she can re-enact and perform several images and stereotypes
of the female gender. In this context she uses the body as a ”performative agent”
that refers to popular illustrations and stereotypes of Indian women through a readable
visual language (Kapur 2007: 83).
In her diverse and broad spectrum of images including holy icons and mortal labels,
Pushpamala N. comments upon almost every possible stereotype of Indian women that
has been produced in modern India (Prasad n.d.: 4). The artist particularly comments
upon the idiom of popular Indian culture which constantly produces and creates norms
and ideals of the feminine sex through Bollywood movies, posters and journals. Further,
she deconstructs and exposes gender stereotypes through her use of masquerade, artifice
and performance. The photographs reflect her interest and search of womanhood and
femininity in modern Indian society. Madhava Prasad therefore reads Pushpamala N.’s
work as an attempt to understand what it means to be a woman in India and how it has
49Malani Nalini and Sheba Chacchi belong to early Indian artists who worked with video and pho-
tography, raising feminist issues by documenting and investigating women’s history and life in India.
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changed throughout the last century (Prasad n.d.: 4). With her conceptual pictures,
Pushpamala N. has been a steering force for the contemporary Indian art scene, which
was previously focused on documentary or portrait photography (Gallery 2011: 03:00).
Pushpamala N. was born in 1956 in Bangalore, Karnataka. Growing up in a tradi-
tional south Indian state, she studied economics, English and psychology in Bangalore
before she shifted her focus and enrolled at the School of Fine Arts at the MS Univer-
sity in Baroda. She achieved her BA in sculpture in 1982, followed by master studies in
advanced sculpture. The artist held her first solo show in Bangalore in 1983, followed
by further exhibitions in India and abroad (N & Arni 2006: 144). In her terra-cotta
sculptures the artist expressed her interest and observation of her surroundings and
culture (Jhaveri 2005: 136). Even in her later work these features built the foundation
for her shift in the early nineties to lens-based media, using photography and video to
raise social and feminist issues.
The upheaval in her artistic process came in the mid nineties, when Pushpamala
N. was asked to create a photo story for an anniversary exhibition of Indian cinema in
Mumbai. The early stunt-movies of her childhood fascinated her and the artist decided
to re-enact some scenes of her favorite heroine; Fearless Nadia, the protagonist of the
Hunterwali-stunt movies, which were produced during the colonial era through Wadia
Movietone (Gallery 2011: 01:15). As Pushpamala found excitement in the character
she performed, she decided to base her first photo-story on this image. Phantom Lady
or Kismet (1996-98, fig. 23-24) tells the story of twin sisters, who were separated at
birth and raised with opposite upbringing, one nurtured and one neglected. While the
heroine would go out and search for her lost sister, the dark twin would be involved with
the local mafia and criminals. By developing the photo-romance on the fortune of the
good and the bad twin, Pushpamala addressed a very popular theme from Hindi-movies
of the eighties (Gallery 2011: 02:07). Twenty-four black and white pictures describe
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the ongoing search and adventure of the masked heroine, which utilizes a whip as her
weapon and wears a Zorro-like costume; a short black onepiece-suit, a long black cape,
black boots and a black hat with a white ribbon and a long white feather.
In her search the leading character has to face multiple challenges, fight gangster,
jump and run through dark areas, and is seen on her desperate way through the city.
Here Pushpamala created a female character that shows all her values, strength and
power, but also her vulnerability and despair. The lost twin sister reflects a com-
plete opposite role. She is dressed in long, extravagant clothing and almost each frame
captures her while she is smoking cigarettes or drinking alcohol. She commands the
criminals, who will search for and confront the heroine. Photographed mainly during
night in public and private places in Mumbai, the series creates an atmosphere of a long
lost time and focuses on the complex facets of the characters personality.
Both women in the photo-story embody well-established cliche´s of the feminine.
Emphasizing the good characteristics of the heroine, her opposite twin embodies all
negative connotations existing in Indian culture. Wearing unreserved clothes, which
expose shoulders, de´collete´, legs and thighs Pushpamala includes sexual and erotic fea-
tures in her characters, which are obviously stated in relationship to western clothes
and mannerisms.
Referring to well-known images from popular Hindi movies of the seventies and
eighties (Prasad n.d.: 3) the artist comments upon the dislike for stereotyped females,
working in uncertain professions or coming from mixed-race and western background.
Smoking, drinking alcohol, and wearing revealing tight clothes are features which char-
acterize disreputable females who stand in strong contrast to the traditional image of
the perfect Hindu woman.
In association with the movie heroine Nadia, all dishonorable labels become sub-
verted. Through her re-creation and interpretation, Pushpamala N. does not simply
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copy her sample but develops her own understanding of an old stereotype. In contrast
to Nadia, who was tall and had blond hair and blue eyes and thus was considered an
Indian (Gallery 2011: 01:01), Pushpamala N. clearly embodies a native woman, taking
the mask and stereotype so much connected with foreign ideas. The heroine appearing
as Indian in a western costume, stands in strong contrast to traditional Indian ideals.
Emancipated and released from the patriarchal community the heroine presents herself
and her body in a form she imagines and emphasizes. The photo-story Phantom Lady
or Kismet had a significant impact on the artist’s work progress, as Pushpamala N.
declared; ”It was a turning point in my work as well as in Indian art, because nobody
has done conceptual photography before” (Gallery 2011: 02:36).
In her photo-story, the artist shifted media, artistic approach and conceptual in-
vestigation and questioned the relationship of woman as object and creative subject
by performing and directing the art process. This new features became central char-
acteristics of her following work. Her successive series further comment on established
ideas in popular Indian media about the female sex. The series Sunhere Sapne (Golden
Dreams, 1998) tells the story of a housewife suffering a nervous break down and the
work Dard-e-Dil (The Anguished Heart 2002) comments upon the fantasies of south
Indian cinema from the seventies (Prasad n.d.: 1).
At the turn of the century Pushpamala started to work, in collaboration with the
English photographer Clare Arni, on the photographic series, Native Women of South
India: Manners and Costumes (2000 - 2004). As both women live in the South50, they
felt personally and artistically attracted to the idea of investigating the native - original
inhabitants - of south India (N & Arni 2006: 135).51
50Clare Arni grew up in Madurai (Tamil Nadu) and after returning from England settled in Bangalore.
51Further the south of the subcontinent, and especially its costumes and citizens, has been of great
interest for scholars and served as inspiration for artists throughout the nineteenth and twentieth
century. Raja Ravi Varma travelled through the south on his search for native subjects and natural
indigenous forms for his paintings. Amrita Sher-Gil spent similar time in the south, studying the native
population. In contrast, north Indian women are commonly represent India in mass media, through
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The complete work is divided into four parts: The Native Types, The Ethnographic
Series, The Popular Series and The Process Series.52 Each sequence can be seen as a
small entity but should be considered in context of the full ensemble.
In The Native Types, the artists re-enacted ten popular images about south Indian
women, ranging from the late nineteenth century with an anthropometric photograph
taken by British scholars and famous oil paintings from Raja Ravi Varma, even including
a magazine cover from the seventies depicting a movie heroine and a newspaper shoot
from 2001, regarding two criminals. With meticulous attention, each detail of the
original model has been reconditioned in an exhaustive process, keeping the artists
busy for several months. During this process of reproduction and transformation from
a painted image into a life-size picture, the artists had to deconstruct and understand
the original composition. Thus the women would not only understand its physicality but
also its emotional content by asking: ”What was this woman feeling in this situation?”
(N & Arni 2006: 135). Pushpamala N. performed in the settings, accompanied in four
photographs by Arni or invited guests. As the artists stepped into the picture and role
of the women, they were able to empower their characters by changing the surrounding
milieu and context (N & Arni 2006: 135).
Shoot 5, titled as Toda (fig.25) has been reconstructed after an anthropometric
photograph of an Andaman woman, taken by the British anthropologist M.V. Portman
in 1894 (Pinney 2012: 193). In the re-enactment, Pushpamala N. is dressed and styled
as a Toda woman wearing a long white costume, which covers her left shoulder and hand.
advertisements, in Bollywood movies or in beauty journals (N & Arni 2006: 135).
52The complete headings include subtitles which are named as: The Native Types: A Series of Pho-
tographs illustrating the Scenery and the Mode of Life of the Women of South India, The Ethnographic
Series: An Exhaustive Scientific Analysis and Anthropometry of the Female Inhabitants, The Popular
Series: An Album of Picturesque Scenes of Native Beauties, ant The Process Series: A Complete Record
of the Procedures and Systems used for Study. Susie Tharu has convincingly shown that the chosen
titles of the series already express the artist’s intention of referencing anthropological documents, to
provoke the notion of the strange, the unexpected, the exotic and unexplored. Further references to
modern art traditions are made, as the headlining of the series take the viewers own choice to see and
recognize away (Tharu 2006: 11-13).
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Her right hand is extended horizontally, supported by a wooden stand. The artist is
standing barefoot in front of a chessboard grid wooden board, held by two hands, one
on either side. Long curled hair surrounds the brown-skinned face, from which big eyes
stare into the viewers gaze, transmitting an uneasy feeling. Her expression appears
frightened and scared, creating a feeling of discomfort as she is trapped into a system
of classification.
In their own interpretation, the artists are mixing two contradicting forms of colo-
nial photography, by drawing connections to ethnographic and anthropometric studies
(Sinha 2008: 565). The picture Toda is referencing and subverting Portman’s prototype
to ironically question and criticize the original intention of British anthropologists. In
the original photograph, the Andaman woman is seen naked, as the purpose of the taken
image was to study the female’s very specific physiognomy, physicality and proportion.
In the late nineteenth century colonial scholars, including Portman, created classifica-
tory systems, in which the objectified native inhabitants were studied under European
aesthetic ideas (Pinney 2012: 193).
In contrast Pushpamala N. deconstructs the original aesthetic, as she appears as
south Indian Toda woman, dressed in traditional white clothes, which covers her entire
body. She appears as an image of ethnographic study, showing all characteristics of
cultural difference through her specific fashion. Through the re-enactment, the artists
question the objectification of native communities as well as the reification of women
and their body. Covering herself in traditional fabric, the artist uses ethnographic pho-
tography, conventional customary and masquerade to cover her body, as she feels uneasy
to present herself naked, even in an artistic context.53 According to Ajay Sinha Push-
pamala N. ”violates the reality effect of the photograph”, by distorting and ironically
commenting on colonial photography and science (Sinha 2008: 565). At the first view,
53In conversation with Ajay Sinha the artist explained, that she intended to stay as close as possible
to the original image from 1894, but due to her concerns for modesty as a middle-class woman in India
she decided to stay covered in her interpretation (Sinha 2008: 565).
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the picture appears as a document of ethnographical studies. Only through an accurate
examination of the composition, the viewer realizes the fake setting and that the photo-
graph could never present a scientific happening. With the picture Toda, Pushpamala
and Arni claim the colonial stigmatization and objectification of Indian inhabitants
and women. Measuring the proportions of her face and head (fig.26), Pushpamala N.
ironically criticizes colonial european scholars and their proclaimed body-concepts.
By re-enacting (Shoot 7, fig.27) the popular oil painting Lady in Moonlight drawn
by Raja Ravi Varma, (fig.28) the artists question the creation of stereotypes and the
authenticity of the painter’s composition (Rajadhyaksha 2006: 83). In this arrangement
Pushpamala is seated on moulded rocks, centrally in front of a painted landscape. She
is turned to the right but her head faces the front. Her crossed feet are resting on a
smaller rock, her right arm is placed over her right thigh and with her left hand she
holds the end of her red sari. The artist is dressed in a red garment and a black blouse
with golden border. Her neck, wrists and ankles are adorned with golden bangles and
heavy jewellery and a red dot marks the forehead between her eyebrows. The drawn
background illustrates the landscape around a lake, surrounded by reed and trees. The
light of the full moon is reflected on the water of the lake and through the lightening
of the reconstruction the woman seems also illuminated by moonshine. The light and
setting create a romantic and mystified atmosphere in the picture. Tension originates
in the composition as the lady looks full of expectation directly into the viewer’s eyes
as she holds her sari, which appears to uncover her blouse. Thus it was unconventional
for a nineteenth century lady to show her calves, as the woman does in the picture (N
& Arni 2006: 137). These gestures are unexpected for the setting, which would suggest
a conventional portrait painting, placed in a romantic landscape.
Through the deconstruction of the original painting the artists explored the under-
lying concept of the composition, which illustrates an erotic woman in a traditional
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context. ”It was an early ’cheescake’ picture, using the mythological story of Radha
waiting for Krishna as a pretext to paint a sexy woman,” declares Pushpamala N. (N &
Arni 2006: 137). Commenting upon this subtle form of voyeurism, the artists collected
further calendar images and advertisements, which were additionally re-enacted with
the same character, and form part of The Popular Series. Each photograph parody
conventional ideas about femininity, as the women are seen in typical positions and
settings, surrounded by fashion and cosmetic products (fig.29).
In The Ethnographic Series, which consists of forty-five sepia toned photographs,
the main characters of The Native Types are released from their precise positions and
interact with the settings and surroundings of the other images until they break out
and leave the studio to interact with the city and local landscape. Still relating to
common images from art history and popular media, the artists empower their charac-
ters by contextualizing the original composition. In this way, the anthropometric items
and background as well as the new characters depicted in their setting are being de-
constructed and exposed. The underlying concept of the ten original photographs and
stereotypes is revealed: Body images are basically constructed conceptions.
The third part of the work - The Popular Series - encompasses approximately a
hundred color and black and white prints and generally follows the concept of the
previous shoots. Moreover the humorous, ironic and adventurous approach of the artists
is fore grounded in this sequence. In a more subtle way the recreation of well-known
images from Indian art history and popular media happens, as the initial characters
free themselves from their settings and manners to suspend their personalities as they
leave the primary expression and type they embodied.
As the deconstruction course continues in the last tableau, The Process Series, which
comprises approximately forty-five color and black and white prints, provide the viewer
with a deeper understanding of the artistic progress. Over and above the photographs
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allow the viewer to look behind the assembly of the compositions. Synonymous the
creation of popular stereotypes about women, Indian culture and the Indian nation
are uncovered. Seeing the artists and humans behind the pictures, the primal distance
between the viewer and the ten pictures of The Native Types fades away, as the intimacy
allows the observer to become part of the process, unfolding before ones very eyes.
Recapitulating on the complete work, Native Women of South India: Manners and
Costumes, Susie Tharu highlights the feminist critique of the artists, which is not ex-
pressed through commenting upon the used images rather than by its feminist under-
standing of grammar and context. Through citation, reiteration and performance, the
artists uncover the essence and difference of the cliche´, in the search of everyday woman
(Tharu 2006: 11). By copying the artistic interest shifts from nature reality to the
formation of culture under consideration that the cited image was already in its cre-
ation as the revelation of truth. Consequently the art of citation offers the possibility
for the artists to frame the original image in a new perspective and address different
issues than the original has done (Tharu 2006: 19 ff.). Commenting upon the fabricated
stereotypes of south Indian females from art history and popular media the artists look
into the invention of national identity (Kapur 2007: 83). Consequently Pushpamala
N. and Arni remarked upon the propagandized nationalist idea of ’Unity in Diversity’
by showing the multiple facets of ’Indian-ness’ and womanhood (Sambrani 2005: 70).
As their work shows repeated of representations, which bear multiple layers of images
that convert the idea of fake and real, black and white, subject and object, the artists
critically question what is original and what is made up: ”The funny thing is, what is
presented as ’traditional’ is in fact cooked up from an eclectic range of ingredients to
be ’effective’,” (N & Arni 2006: 139). As there is always a copy of something in art and
culture, the artists give an ironic critique about created stereotypes and further more
impeach the privileged idea of individuality assumed by the Indian elite (Kapur 2007:
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83). Further Ajay Sinha suggested, that the artist ”reanimates the compelling presence
of the found image” and thus depicts the moment where ”an Indian subject becomes
aware of its own phantasmagoric appearance” (Sinha 2008: 566-67).
In relation to John Berger’s theory of viewing the female, Pushpamala N.’s work
appears as the moment, when women become aware of their idealized perception, which
has been created through society, history, men and women. Recognizing that their
own fabricated image depends on their vision of femininity and womanhood empowers
women to reconsider their roles that they play in society.
Certainly the use of mimesis and masquerade takes a predominant position in the
search of womanhood and further offers a wide spectrum of possibilities for artists,
as Pushpamala N.’s work signifies. Costuming offers multiple layers of expression, by
dressing up one can embody and experience different characters. For the artist, ”The
performance brings in autobiography and subjectivity, beside the irony and critique.
One is inside the image, not just outside, looking” (N & Arni 2006: 135). Through
their numerous photographs of women as art matter, Pushpamala N. and Arni raise the
question about the art object itself as well as the object of art and the position of the
woman as artistic object and creative subject (Prasad n.d.: 1-5). Clare Arni explained
that:
...when I became my own subject in the shoots, I experienced what it was
like to put on costume and make up and undergo a character transformation,
to be on the receiving end of the camera. (N & Arni 2006: 139)
Subverting the original images in multiple different layers the artists use their own
body to critique conventional and established beauty ideas. Kapur has suggested, that
the women’s bodies become substitutes in the work, ”a puppet recalling surrealist misog-
yny, fetishist pact of pleasure and death” (Kapur 2007: 83). Tharu pointed out, that
Pushpamala N. has an unusually large body for a south Indian woman and therefore
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conflicts recognized fashion consumptions (Tharu 2006: 19). Through her full figured
shape the artist uses her own physicality to mimic traditional norms, and the image of
the slim waisted south Indian woman.
Proposing her own body in her compositions, Pushpamala N. comments upon images
regarding the female gender, which are wide spread in India and dictate females to be.
Just as Hans Belting has suggested (Belting 2001: 90), by using her own figure the artist
comments upon the creation of virtual and media based body images, which dominate
modern societies and increasingly replace the importance of the natural body.
Throughout her artistic work, Pushpamala N. investigates the question of identity,
cliche´ and femininity in art history and popular culture. Aiming away of giving a self-
portrait she critically highlights stereotypes and questions national identity. Additional
her pictures seem engaging, humorous and ironic. Clearly working with women’s quali-
ties the artist offers the female vulnerability in the act of ’becoming a woman’ through
her masquerade (Kapur 2007: 87). As a result the viewer is confronted with the assur-
ance that not a single representation in the artist’s work is a photograph of a ”real”
woman (Prasad n.d.: 4). What community or a nation might accept as natural qualities
and characteristics of femininity appear to be fake and a constructed design through
Pushpamala N.’s work. Therefore she frees women from the modern concept of wom-
anhood, her position as object of pleasure, beauty ideal or embodiment of constructed
feelings to emphasize the complexity of women.
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2.8 Sonia Khurana
Through the use of photography, video, installation and performance Sonia Khurana
questions social behavior and feminist issues. Universally associated with her perfor-
mance Bird, Khurana is the best-known contemporary video artist in India (Saharza-
manonart 2010: 04:22). In her work she mainly features her own body and thus becomes
her own artistic subject. She critiques typical forms of representation, understanding,
and use of the physical body in art, media and society. Khurana is especially interested
in the experiencing, sexual specific body, and subverts, through her work, traditional
philosophical concepts which stress the dichotomy of body and mind or a biological
understanding as anatomical entity of various parts (Wainwright 2000). Although Khu-
rana presents her own figure in her projects she aims away from focusing on herself or
giving a self-portrait and a single experience. Close ups, isolations, and the way her
facial expressions, positioning of limbs and torso appear in her videos, convey an im-
pression of anonymity. Images and pictures that indicate a body are left behind, Sonia
Khurana confronts the audience with her own physicality and goes straight to the body
(Wainwright 2000).
Sonia Khurana was born in Saharanpur (Uttar Pradesh) in 1968, became familiar
with activist theatre from a very young age, performing in her childhood (Adajania
2008). Finding her pleasure in painting, she enrolled at the age of eighteen at the
College of Art in New Delhi where she received her BA and MA in Fine Arts in 1993.
At the same time, a turning point in her artistic development occurred. After receiving
her Master Degree and holding a successful solo show in New Delhi, the artist started
struggling with her own progress and stopped painting.
”I was questioning myself but my questions were clumsy because I was not armed
with a discourse,” (Khurana 2012). At this point Khurana was searching for a new
medium for her artistically expression. Turning away from canvas and painting, she
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enrolled at the Film and Television Institute in Pune in 1996. She moved to London in
1967 after winning a scholarship to the Royal College of Art (Fibicher & Gopinath 2007:
230). Unwilling to return to work with oil and easel, Khurana instead bought her first
serious camera and started photographing herself. Soon after she began the study of
photography, she shifted to video by projecting herself in front of the lens. Before moving
to London the artist experienced an insight which influenced her upcoming process. She
noticed the importance of her own physicality in her work: ”Prior to coming to Royal
College of Art, I had become increasingly aware of the materiality of my own body vis-a´-
vis my practice, and the need to invest this in the work” (Khurana 2012). Shifting from
oil painting to photography and video, she then increasingly confronted herself with the
human shape. Her new immediate environment and experiences in London influenced
her progress decisively. It was during this time in England that Khurana created her first
video-performance Bird as she was predominantly reconsidering ”the enclosing nature
of self-image and one’s need to strive for corporeal eloquence,” (Khurana 2012).
Following this first work, the artist developed her artistic expression through video,
installation and performances, feeling the need to deny the conventions followed by
all visual art forms (Adajania 2008). With her video installations Khurana has been
exhibiting throughout the world. Placed at the cutting edge of art practice, she provoked
radical reactions with her socially critical projects, using the female body in a natural
way, not seen in media art in India before. When she introduced her work to the Indian
art scene, video performance art was not yet accepted in the Indian contemporary art
scene (Adajania 2008).
Most of Khurana’s art projects address stereotypes and concepts, related to the sex-
ual body and the way it is represented in culture, as presented by the artist, ”...gendered
bodies have always enjoyed varying degrees of absence or presence in the sociological
imaginary. For example, in the often-repeated guise of female corporeality and male
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embodiment” (Adajania 2008).
Addressing cliche´s related to the categorization of the human into male and female
gender, Khurana pays special attention to the representation of the female body in
Indian mass media and its dependence on severe censorship (Wo¨rgo¨tter 2002: 158).
Giving a central place to the visual feminine, predominantly suppressed in a medial
context, (Wo¨rgo¨tter 2002: 164) the artist refigures images of women. By staging her
own overweight, unusually tall body, she criticizes the orientation of western beauty
canons (Neutres & Jha 2007: 172) and emphasizes the vulnerability of the body.
In 1999, the artist devised the art productions Zoetrope, Big Sleep and Bird, which
deal with the confining character of the self-image and the created tension that arises
between physicality and its representation in a medial context (Wo¨rgo¨tter 2002: 164).
Zoetrope, (fig.30) which is dedicated to the diva’s body, shows in a round open
drum a series of pictures of Khurana, in a theatrical manner presenting herself as an
opera singer. The photographic illustration, and the woman’s eccentric appearance are
remeniscent of old movie and theatre stars with their gestured behavior. In order to see
the diva in action, the open citadel has to be set in motion by the user of the object.
Therefore the presentation creates an interaction with the viewer, who controls the act
and performance of the woman in the drum. Looking into the citadel, the woman
appears captured with (Wo¨rgo¨tter 2002: 164). Her performance is dependent on the
user of the drum. Wainwright suggested that in this relationship between the viewer and
the woman, the user inhabits her appearance in ”a spinning interworld of experience”
(Wainwright 2000). The presentation expresses the intimate relationship between the
corporeal body - the small figure in the citadel - and the world as living environment.
A corporeal understanding of the body is the basis for most of the artist’s work,
which stresses the importance of lived experiences (Adajania 2008). The over and
over repetition of scenes and movements focus on an understanding of the ”body as a
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dynamic synthesis of intentionalities” (Wainwright 2000).54 Especially in her looping
video-productions, (e.g. Big Sleep (1999), Bird (1999), Lone Women Don’t Lie (2004),
Head-Hand (2004)) repetition is an important factor as it brings the bodily experience
to the foreground.
The work Bird (fig.1-2) is one out of a series of short videos dealing with the structure
and limits of the body as it displays the failed endeavor of a woman trying to fly. In
the video, which is conceptualized, shot, performed and edited by Khurana, the artist is
dancing naked in the empty space of her studio, imitating bird movements. During the
two minute short film startling and shaky images were shot with an unstable camera,
depicting the artist’s own naked and overweight body as she cavorts around the room,
flapping her long arms in a failed attempt to leave the ground. A wooden box assists
the woman’s take off, as she fails again and again. Finally laying down on the pedestal,
still flapping as if she would rise any minute. Watching the body’s effort to defy gravity
and fly from the pedestal generates a tragic queasy feeling, as the audience sympathize
with the artist’s failed endeavour (Neutres & Jha 2007: 172). As the video captures
in cloudy, indistinct pictures the artist’s naked body, Khurana does not appear as an
individual documenting her own struggle, but expresses collectively shared concerns.
Explicitly she comments upon two different types of limitations; the limited burden of
the body fighting the force of gravity. ”Bird is essentially about being a body and is
primarily about an encounter with failed flight,” states Khurana (Khurana 2012).
The work stresses the weakness of the human figure, the clumsy movements and the
body’s shape, size and weight. The woman’s failed flight in a room without windows
could be read as the artist’s own struggle to leave her old artistic expressions, norms,
conventions and acquired social behaviours behind. Instead Bird is about the natural
body and all aspects that include the appearance of the human.
54In 1993 Khurana was introduced to the work of Pina Bausch which inspired her own artistic
progress. As the artist explained; ”I subscribe to Bausch’s kind of understanding of the epic, of the
surreal and of duration, especially slowness, and quite importantly of repetition” (Adajania 2008).
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Sexuality, as Leon Wainwright has pointed out, is one aspect the artist includes in her
work. Through her movements and the use of the naked female form, Khurana reminds
the audience that the body is continuously seen as sexually specific. Wainwright thus
recalls that ”being a sexed subject and having subjectivity depend upon both, having
and being a body” (Wainwright 2000). Certainly Khurana suggests a shifting approach
towards sexuality and physicality in her video, which does not deny nor emphasize the
sexual body. Concurrently the artist defetishizes the female form, as she frees it from
the male-gaze syndrome and the threat of being objectified. By using shifting images,
close ups and irregular views and perspectives the video focuses on the protagonist, the
woman’s experience rather than describing a conventional form of representation. Even
if the artist voluntarily looks into the camera, her performance does not appear as a play
for the audience, rather than a lived experience and documentation of this event. Hence
the overall setting does not allow the woman to become a sight or vision. Leaving female
stereotypes as masquerade and feminine gestures behind, Khurana entirely focuses on
the body and its physical experience.
Inevitably the artist’s investigations for a new morphology and form of representation
could be compared with the work of Amrita Sher-Gil who was equally searching for a
suitable presentation of the experiencing self, in an artistic field which was predominated
by idealized pictures of women. Thus Khurana proposes a new way of approaching the
female body in a medium where women conventionally become the voyeuristic object of
sight and sensation. She expresses her concerns about body images and the politics of
representation through her extensive use of her own overweight figure. Revealing herself
and her voluptuous shape, Bird can be read as a harsh critique of the predominant
beauty canon, propagated through the international fashion and cosmetic industry that
favors haggard female bodies (Adajania 2002: 30). Moreover the artist is challenging
patriarchal norms of beauty that are directed towards women through visual and textual
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illustrations. The image of the bird woman is linked in traditional Indian culture with
the mystified femininity and the domestication of women (Adajania 2002: 30). The
artist fails in her endeavor to be a bird and, subsequently the entire process could be
read in analogy to the domestication of women.
Through her own body and by emphasizing physicality and nudity, which is unusual
in India media, Khurana provoked tension and radical reactions (Wo¨rgo¨tter 2002: 158).
However, to express her artistic exploration she felt the need to free herself of any
costume or masquerade.
Although Bird is primarily about an encounter with failed flight, the unusu-
alness of the manner of such a (nacked) encounter could, in our given social
scenario, easily lead to a sensationalized reading, and I’m not unaware that
the self-appointed keepers of people’s morality could potentially have a field
day. But Bird is about being a body and to express this notion, the clothes
had to be left behind. Extending her attention to sexual specificity is one
way by which the artist can link her concerns with the body to those of the
politics of its representation. (Sonia Khurana in: Sambrani 2005: 66)
By choosing to perform naked, Khurana presented herself in a strong contrast. In
her actions she appears self-assured and focused on her investigation and experiment
to take off, but simultaneously, she emphasizes her own vulnerability. For Adajania
Nancy the artist’s strength and power is expressed through her own nakedness and the
paradoxical manner of her body (Adajania 2002: 30).
Certainly the video Bird caused outraged reactions, as Indian art has not seen such
a freed and self-assured use of the female body before. Strikingly other contemporary
artists, responded in a surprised and shocked manner to the video production and the
depiction of Khurana’s overweight figure. In an interview the artist Vivan Sundaram
explained that ”it is very moving and courageous for somebody to do that ... ahh
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to expose a body like herself!” (Saharzamanonart 2010: 05:42). Subsequent questions
about the artistic object arise. In the video Bird, Sonia Khurana appears as art object
as well as creative mind behind the camera. Watching the video, one should recognize
the artwork and the body as universally shared physicality, rather than as a specific
figure. Thus the statement by Vivan Sundaram indicates that naked women depicting
themselves in a total work of art are not seen in this context but as individual person-
alities. Khurana struggles in Indian society to be taken seriously with her work, as she
radically breaks conventions related to modesty and traditional manners (fig.31-32).55
Clearly through her work and subsequent videos, Khurana challenged the discourse
on women as art objects. Additionally, when she presented her visual art, performance
and video art was foreign and unaccepted in India and, so she introduced new possi-
bilities to include expressive and provocative aspects to the Indian art scene (Adajania
2002: 29).
Taken together, the video Bird, although it approaches substantial topics of sexu-
ality, physicality, and boundaries, leaves the audience with a funny-tragic impression.
Proposing a free and self-assured approach towards the natural body, Khurana released
the female figure from any cultural stigmatization and conventional forms. Her natural,
highly sophisticated approach, presents the naked female body as an artistic subject
which is neither objectified nor illustrated in a voyeuristic manner.
In later projects Khurana increasingly investigated the conventional idea of the femi-
nine as masquerade. Her video-installation Closet (2002, fig.33-34) shows during a nine
minute in a two-channel video, the artist in the process of choosing the right outfit.
Standing in front of the wardrobe, she is seen in an endless process of slipping in and
out of costumes and clothes, pausing at times when she observes herself in the mirror.
Ending the exhaustive struggle, the woman finally falls back onto her bed loosing the
55In the documentation, ”Out of the Box” Sonia Khurana is presented as best-know video artist in
India but simultaneously her work becomes regulated due to censorship and codes of modesty!
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battle. By dressing up differently the artist relies onto the various identities that women
present in society and the challenge of choosing one role or another (Saharzamanonart
2010: 05:35).56 Kapur has suggested that Khurana presents female neurosis and a sit-
uation of hysteria which is so often ascribed as women’s characteristics (Kapur 2007:
90).57
Using her humoristic approach to reconsider these widespread stereotypes, the artist
presents herself in the exhaustive process of masquerading, which finally ends in resig-
nation. The entire procedure appears as physical experience, imposed by the concept
of female costuming.
Throughout her work, Sonia Khurana approaches the body as a living matter of ex-
perience and stresses the female perception in her process of creation and determination.
By valuating the body as the predominant vehicle of interaction and communication
in the world, the artist challenges conventional ways of representation in Indian visual
media (Adajania 2008). Through her sophisticated and highly considered approach,
she further defetishizes the woman’s body and frees it from the male-gaze syndrome to
bring to the forefront female experiences, struggles, desires and demands (Kapur 2007:
92). Introducing nakedness and a natural approach towards the female shape as artistic
object, Sonia Khurana courageously addresses feminist and social issues through her
own body and breaks new ground in the field of Indian video and performance art.
56Likewise Anupam Sud, Gogi Saroj Pal and Pushpamal N. question the concept behind the female
masquerade and costuming. While Sud and Pal approach the female role as an protective aspect, Sonia
Khurana emphasizes the physical experience in this operation.
57Madhava Prasad has referenced studies of psychoanalysts which ”have pointed out, that femininity
a social meaning, not a biological endowment is only ever a masquerade, that the hysteric puts on, in
an effort to gain some space, behind the mask, for subjective freedom” (Prasad n.d.: 4).
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Chapter 3
Conclusion
In contemporary Indian art the female body increasingly emerges as a linguistic symbol
to address and critique socially, politically and philosophically issues as well as it’s
objectified representation in commercial media. In this thesis detailed examination
of five different contemporary women artist and their work is presented for a better
understanding of how the female shape presents itself in assorted various forms to serve
as a symbol fro contest to celebration.
While the present study focused on the female body in Indian art, questions of use
and positioning arose. Further the representation and significance of the female shape
was examined. Is there a new visible body understanding among contemporary female
artists that frees the women’s figure from its usual voyeuristic and sexual connotation
to reposition it as a symbol of universal matter?
Clearly a change in the depiction of women in Indian art is traceable. Artworks, such
as the video-installation Bird, testify to a new body awareness among female artists,
that frees the female shape from traditional concepts to emphasize it’s self-possessed
and experiencing character. Further, the various art characteristics have shown, how
each artist in her own work process, critically analyzes traditional illustrations to repre-
sent the female body in an innovative form to address feminist issues and wide ranging
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socially critical topics. This shift among feminist contemporary artists stands in close
connection with social developments and an intercultural exchange between East and
West. The discussed art portraits demonstrated how the ongoing political and feminist
dialogue takes on an important position in the women’s art process, re-examining indi-
vidual life choices. Nevertheless, the artists also critically rethought feminist writings
which suggest that the category ’woman’ is dependent on social and cultural rather than
the biological understanding of sex (Butler 1991: 24).
Subverting conventional images and illustrations of the female gender, as proclaimed
in Indian culture and mass media, female artists search for their own native expression
of femininity through the female body. Subsequently the present work faced questions
concerning the positioning of women and the significance of the female body in Indian
tradition. Discussions involving pictures, stereotypes and ideas transported through
body images and how women perceive themselves in Indian society were analyzed.
3.1 Women in Modern India
The first section focused on how women and especially the female body inspire con-
troversy in Indian culture. In a traditional context the female sex has been equalized
within the inner sphere and household. Therefore virginity and modesty were seen as
the highest desirable values. On the contrary visual and textual art celebrated women’s
sexuality and beauty by emphasizing erotic, sensual and nourishing qualities.
Thus throughout history the position and status of women in society and culture
has been determined by their relationship to family, religion and nation. The colonial
era also contributed to the creation of stereotypes of the female sex (Trivedi 2010: 184).
While nationalist reformers promoted a classical concept of womanhood, Indian society
measured its own progress in analogy to an independent and self-possessed image of
their female members (Thapan 2009: 20).
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Especially, the educationally advanced, urban elite promoted a non-traditional, cos-
mopolitan, liberated and westernized lifestyle, with women taking equally important
positions in society (Thapan 2009: 20-21). Henceforth, as proclaimed by Meenakshi
Thapan, traditional images have been replaced, in the cities, by ”re-colonized” concepts
of womanhood, which are based on an international understanding (Thapan 2009: 47).
Today Indian women face problems connected with a modern life style, as they threaten
classical gender roles and become critically observed by traditional community members
(Trivedi 2010: 199-200). Modern women are guided by the concept of the ”new Indian
woman”, as described by Thapan (Thapan 2009: 25). This description bears contro-
versies; on the one hand women should present themselves as glamorous, autonomous,
self-controlled beings, who are conscious of their self value and femininity while on the
other hand they are expected to conform to traditional family concepts and national
values (Thapan 2009: 25). Subsequently womanhood in India is not a fixed standard
but a constantly shifting parameter, which interacts with social norms, historical ideas
and cross-culturally proclaimed images of the female gender.
3.2 Visualizing Women
In analogy with the evolvement of a new concept of Indian womanhood, traditional
methods of illustration were altered. Classical, visual and textual accounts emphasized
a sensual and voluptuous female body to stress nourishing qualities. This concept
prevailed in Indian mass media until the seventies (Thapan 2009: 47). Commercial
movies proclaimed an opulent, erotic and voyeuristic body awareness linked with sensual
sexuality (Wo¨rgo¨tter 2002: 158). Due to globalized media which promote a conflicting
controversial image of the perfect female shape, this traditional picture changed in favor
for a much too thin female appearance (Thapan 2009: 47).
Historically, men have played a decisive role in the process of image creation. In
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visual art, as pointed out by John Berger, women were drawn after male’s imagination
to appeal to a male audience (Berger 1972: 47). Consequently in a traditional context,
the roles were split between the active male surveyor and the passive female object of
his focus.
This relationship is still deeply embedded in patriarchal societies and predominant
in visual media and in women’s consciousness (Berger 1972: 46 f.). Hence, as deduced
by Patricia Uberoi, the principal way women are seen and see themselves in modern
societies has not changed (Uberoi 2006: 13-14).
Commercial media favours an objectified and stylized image of the female body.
The advertising industry uses female shapes to create visions of women as the objects
of male desire, so that ”women tend to function as insignia of the wealth, status, power
and virility of the men who possess them...” (Uberoi 2006: 59). Consequently (inter-
nationalized) media promoting a cosmopolitan concept of beauty, influence the body
understanding of young, middle and upper class Indian women. As women constantly
perceive their body outside of themselves, through the omnipresence of objectified fe-
male body images, they become separated from their own bodily identity (Thapan 2009:
47-49).
In short, the objectification and stylization of women can be inferred. Constantly
changing concepts of womanhood due to social, political and economic parameters stand
in close connection with the ’own’ female imagination. Thus, women establish a new
understanding of femininity by increasingly liberating themselves from the ubiquitous
fantasies and stereotypes projected onto their sex. Particularly through the feminist
discourse the category ’woman’ and the traditional binary understanding of gender has
been critically examined and rethought (Butler 1991: 24). In this process women do not
appear as passive agents but take an influential part in the process of image building.
Women in modern societies understand their identity as gendered subjects, not only
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dependent on a cultural, social and political definition but equally through their very
’own’ thoughts, emotions and experiences as living beings (Thapan 2009: 49). Certainly
it can be questioned, if feminist art contributes a change of perception of the female
sex in Indian patriarchal society. Female artists reshaped the female body for a new
understanding of womanhood by reconsidering conventional ideas and images of the
female gender and emphasizing their own concerns as living humans.
Amrita Sher-Gil was the first female painter to introduce a new way of seeing and
representing the female body to India and aimed to illustrate the self-conscious and
experiencing presence of Indian women within a reconstructed local context. Her work
inspired following generations, as has been pointed out in this thesis.
3.3 Art Summary
Each artist discussed in this study, focused on the female body to evolve a new form
of representation by converting traditional concepts and an understanding of native
womanhood. In their work, they freed the female image from common associations
linked with femininity and the idea of women as sexual objects. The female body is
used to comment upon violence, rape, death, social and political imbalances, misog-
yny and unconventional relationships. In this process traditional and modern ideas of
beauty and womanhood become critically examined and scrutinized. Hence each artist
uniquely translates her own research into her work, (Kapur 2007: 93) and further seeks
an interconnection between male and female experiences to address issues of universal
matter.
Anupam Sud was one of the first female Indian artists to approach the naked human
body in a wholesome and realistic way as she freed the female image from its usual
voyeuristic connotation. Seeking for a sophisticated plasticity of her figures, the female
shape appears strong and mature in her etchings. Simultaneously it incorporates sensi-
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tivity and vulnerability and refers to a neo-classical beauty ideal. In her compositions,
the artist relates to ancient Indian sculpture, historical and religious figures and native
symbols to critically question the roles women have to embody in Indian society. In her
natural approach toward the naked female body, Sud established a similar body under-
standing as expressed by Sonia Khurana, as both artists free the naked female shape
to address universally shared concerns. While Khurana presented herself naked, Sud
has chosen to work through her etchings in the limits of social acceptance as her nudes
never appear completely exposed. Thus by subverting conventional notions of race,
gender, sex, beauty and femininity, Sud returned to the sheer anatomical body, as she
understands it artistically as the most perfect shape and unifying aspect of humanity.
Working with paint and easel, Gogi Saroj Pal is obsessed with the representation
of a single female shape. Her paintings explore the category ’woman’ and underlying
ancient, traditional and modern Indian concepts. Commenting upon social and political
harassments females have to face in modern India, when they leave traditional roles,
Pal transfers old stereotypes into a modern expression. Taking up influences of native
painting methods and European styles the artist subverts classical Indian descriptions
of women as mythical creatures, yaks. i¯s, goddesses and na¯yika¯s. Her figures emerge as
self-possessed beings and refuse to be fetishized or stylized. In her endless, bright and
colorful paintings the artist emphasizes women’s physicality and the sensual and opulent
curves of the female body. Similarly to Amrita Sher-Gil, who accentuated the female
need and sexual desire, Pal understands sexuality and eroticism as central aspects of
femininity. Further an interconnection between the fleshly paintings of Gogi Saroj Pal
and the artwork from Sonia Khurana exist, as both artists understand the body as a
corporeal entity and a sexual specific site. Focusing on the very special synchronicity,
the female body becomes visible as an object of veneration and exploration, even as it
serves to raise controversial issues.
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Likewise Rekha Rodwittiya focuses on a single female shape, which evolves in her
artistic process, incrementally, as monumental symbol of humanity. Rodwittiya’s life
and work are driven by her strong feminist beliefs (Rodwittiya 2000: 11 ff.). Her
paintings of the female body broach social issues concerning life, death, violence, rape
and suppression. Concentrating on women, using native techniques and referencing
traditional painting styles, the artist subverts established notions of beauty and ancient
forms of representation. In contrast to Gogi Saroj Pal’s fleshy females, Rodwittiya’s
iconic-like figures relate in their appearance, to Hindu-goddesses and incorporate female
and male features. Thus, they emerge as symbols for humankind rather than as religious
icons and refigure the widespread ’neutral’ symbol, which is traditionally a male-based
icon. Using native signs and materials, Rekha Rodwittiya disputes and incorporates her
own heritage and cultural background to transfer her new understanding of the female
body and sex into a native Indian style.
By commenting upon conventional stereotypes existing in visual media, Pushpamala
N. in her photographs re-enacted illustrations from Indian history, religion, art and com-
mercial media. Through her elaborate approach she introduced the field of conceptual
photography to the Indian art world and questioned body images created during the
colonial era and also in modern India. Those images represent a form of femininity
emphasizing women as erotic fantasy, sexual objects, subject of investigation, beauty
icon, and figure of veneration and consumption. Pushpamala N. relies in her work on
traditional and modern illustrations, which are well established in Indian culture, and
confronts the viewer with the fake reality of constructed body images. Simultaneously
she questions the national concept of ’Unity in Diversity’ and her own cultural identity
as an Indian woman. She reconsiders the idea of the female body as an art object and
an object of art, itself, by placing herself in front of the camera
Working with digital media and performance Sonia Khurana exposes her own body
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in her art projects. In her looping installations she expresses her understanding of the
body as a corporal living matter, which stands in permanent exchange with a living en-
vironment. Displaying her own overweight shape allows her to critically comment upon
westernized images of women and their ways of representation in Bollywood movies,
commercial media and the international fashion industry. By performing naked, Sonia
Khurana caused utmost extreme reactions as a naked female body has not been pre-
viously seen in this way in video-performance art in India. Therefore she breaks new
ground in the field of contemporary Indian art.
Both lens-based artists express their artistic concerns by displaying their own bod-
ies. Hans Belting has assumed, that performance artists use their bodies to comment
upon the predominant position of virtual and conceptualized body images in modern
cultures (Belting 2001: 90). Pushpamala N. and Sonia Khurana follow the same aim
by criticizing the commercial and modified representation of the female sex in Indian
mass media. These art characteristics present a traceable development in the depiction
of the female body in modern and contemporary Indian art.
Amrita Sher-Gil was the first female artist to introduce a reviewed way of illustrating
the female sex as a self-conscious and experiencing self in an Indian context. In her
paintings women appear within traditional artistic compositions but express through
their body, their own emotional state. Following generations of artists increasingly
focused on a single female shape. This development could be observed by analyzing
the art process of Anupam Sud, Gogi Saroj Pal and Rekha Rodwittiya. Experimenting
with modern concepts and traditional styles the artists thus searched for their own
understanding of what it means to be a woman in patriarchal Indian society. In their
artistic progress the female body appears as the main site to express the complexity
of femininity and critique socially oppressive norms and stereotypes. Inspired by the
feminist discourse and a critical analysis of traditional conventions all three artists
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developed their own morphology to present the female shape as an unifying form rather
than the image of a specific woman.
In her search for femininity and identity Pushpamala N. became her own artistic
object. Through her countless pictures and re-enactments of female images she aims
away from giving a self-portrait but reveals the fake reality of wide spread and accepted
stereotypes. Sonia Khurana likewise questioned the position of women as art objects
in her videos. She made the most radical step, as she eliminates all masquerade and
costumes to present herself naked. Khurana emphasizes an understanding of the fe-
male body as an experiencing self and frees the female shape from usual voyeuristic
and objectified connotations. These features are characteristic to all presented artists,
including the early works of Amrita Sher-Gil. Taken together, it seems as if Sonia
Khurana expressed in her video-installation Bird a new developed self-assurance among
female Indian artists, which progresses toward an emancipated self-understanding of
their position in Indian society. Clearly such a development appears in close connection
with social, cultural and political alterations.
Thus observations made by established art historians, have been attested in this the-
sis. Gayatri Sinha declared that female artists confront classical Indian stereotypes by
using the female shape as a site of expression, conflict and veneration (Sinha 2002: 59).
Clearly the artists reconsider native forms of representation and express critical social
issues. Further the art historian pointed out attributes, such as the use of a fragmented
body, an archetypal feminine or a metaphoric interpretation of women (Sinha 2002:
59-70), which could be presented. While Sonia Khurana depicts close ups of body parts
to critically comment upon the overall medial objectification of women, Gogi Saroj Pal
and Rekha Rodwittiya work with archetypal forms and a metaphoric interpretation of
the female shape to address issues regarding life, death, violence, social imbalances and
the complexity of womanhood.
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Milford-Lutzker emphasizes how female artists use and convert feminine symbols,
which form an important part of India’s mythological, religious and political past, to
critique women’s status in society (Milford-Lutzker 2002: 27). Especially Gogi Saroj
Pal, Rekha Rodwittiya and Pushpamala N. work and subvert traditional signs, which are
perceived as typically feminine, to rethink common associations linked with womanhood.
Another important feature of feminist art is the natural and unbiased approach to
the naked body. As accented by Geeti Sen, contemporary artists free the naked body
from its usual idealized and voyeuristic position, as they increasingly study the female
shape as an abstract form rather than the physiognomy of a real woman (Sen 2002:
83). Thus most artists in this study, (Anupam Sud, Gogi Saroj Pal, Rekha Rodwittiya,
Sonia Khurana) approach the naked body in a comfortable relaxed manner, they are
highly interested in the specific anatomical and physiological features of the women’s
shape, which is clearly visible in Anupam Sud’s etchings and Sonia Khurana’s video-
projections. Even if Gogi Saroj Pal and Rekha Rodwittiya use an abstract form to
represent women, both artists developed their archetypal figures based on their study
of real bodies.
Hence Geeta Kapur’s assumption, that lens-based artists increasingly leave the pro-
nounced feminist discourse on the body behind (Kapur 2007: 93), could not be attested
in this study. On the contrary, Pushpamala N. and Sonia Khurana appear highly in-
terested in bodily concepts and critically investigate images and the use of the female
shape in Indian culture.
It has been shown that these Indian artists examined in this thesis have used the
female body to subvert traditional, classical as well as modern images of the Indian
women in their very own and individual way. It ranges from classical Indian concepts as
the embodiment of nature, fertility and sexual beauty further to medieval illustrations
of the na¯yika¯ or s´r. n˙ga¯ra as the perfect loving heroine, including established motifs from
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India’s historical and commercial media.
In this setting, the artists rely and confront their own heritage in their search for
’Indian-ness’ and cultural identity as they struggle with the prevailing image of modern
Indian women, created during the colonial and post-colonial era and which is more and
more converging into a globalized and westernized ideal.
Thus, in Indian feminist art, the female body emerges as a corporal, determined
body and as a self-possessed, experiencing being. In this way it leaves the conventional
concepts as a passive, voyeuristic, sexually loaded or idealized ”object of sight” to emerge
as an active participant.
Copying rural and classical Indian symbols, images, styles and materials is one way
the women approach their own heritage as Indian artists. Clearly, as art is a living
expression, it incorporates international developments. Seemingly, also, western person-
alities and methods inspired the discussed artists. Introducing new forms of expression,
advanced media, and new concepts like evolved etching techniques, installation art, con-
ceptual photography and performance art to India, the presented women, upheaval the
local art scene.
This thesis has contributed to the understanding of contemporary artist’s approach
to the female body, as the site of personal and artistic investigation and expression.
Further feminist artists promote a new body awareness, stressing the ’experiencing
self’. This leads to inferential questions: Do female artists incorporate native symbols
and qualities to differentiate themselves as Indian women from the globalized concept
of womanhood and develop an indigenous beauty idea, which favours a strong physical
understanding of the female body? Or does feminist art mirror a common change in
the perception and understanding of the female body in Indian society?
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3.4 The Emancipating Body - An Ongoing Dis-
course
Certainly an alteration in the self-perception and body understanding among educated
upper and middle class Indian women can be traced as it finds its expression in various
ways. Art, as examined in the present study, is one form through which Indian women
reconsider their own gender and appearance in society. Equally Indian feminist writing
contributes to an empowering self-perception of women in India (Misri 2011: 605). Thus
what influences feminist art has on a broader self-understanding of Indian women and
their bodies, is an open question, which deserves profound investigation.
Does the emancipated illustration of the female body in contemporary Indian art
inspire Indian women to protest against the oppressive traditions and customs of Indian
society? And what reactions do radical feminist Indian artists cause? Does Indian
society allow for an artistically socially critical expression through the use of the naked
female body?
So, is the female body truly progressing, in feminist contemporary Indian art, from
traditional toward modern, embracing concepts of womanhood, which basically rest on
a male’s vision of femininity, to emerge as an emancipated self-possessed body?
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ABSTRAKT
In der zeitgeno¨ssischen indischen Kunst erscheint der Frauenko¨rper zunehmend als
linguistisches Symbol um soziale, politische und philosophisch brisante Themen kritisch
zu beleuchten und um die vergegensta¨ndlichte und sexistische Darstellung der Frau
in Massenmedien zu kritisieren. Speziell feministische Ku¨nstlerinnen setzen sich kri-
tisch mit traditionellen Frauenbildern auseinander, um einen neuen Zugang und eine
neue Sichtweise der Frau und des Ko¨rpers in der indischen Kunst und Gesellschaft zu
propagieren. Dabei dient der Frauenko¨rper als Symbol der kritischen reflexiven Selb-
stbetrachtung und Auseinandersetzung mit der eigenen Kultur, Herkunft, Tradition,
Religion und Geschichte.
Die vorliegende Diplomarbeit konzentriert sich auf die Darstellungsweise des Ko¨rpers
der Frau in der zeitgeno¨ssischen indischen Kunst und behandelt im Besonderen Fra-
gen der Form, der Positionierung und des Gebrauchs als Zeichen von Konflikt und
Verehrung. Wie zeichnen indische Ku¨nstlerinnen den weiblichen Ko¨rper und welche
Bedeutung kommt ihm in der indischen Gesellschaft zu? Entsteht ein neues Ko¨rper-
bewusstsein unter den feministischen Ku¨nstlerinnen Indiens, welches den Frauenko¨rper
von seiner herko¨mmlichen Position befreit und in ein neues Licht ru¨ckt, um universelle
Anliegen zu adressieren?
Um dieser komplexen Fragestellung gerecht zu werden, bedient sich die vorliegende
Arbeit einem kunsthistorischen und kulturwissenschaftlichen Ansatz und beleuchtet im
speziellen das Kunstschaffen und das Leben von Anupam Sud, Gogi Saroj Pal, Rekha
Rodwittiya, Pushpamala N. und Sonia Khurana - fu¨nf zeitgeno¨ssische indische Ku¨nst-
lerinnen.
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ABSTRACT
In contemporary Indian art, the female body increasingly emerges as a linguistic
symbol to address and to critique social, political and philosophical conventions and
its objectified representation and use in commercial media. Especially feminist artists
in their work attempt to free the female shape from stereotypes and canonical norms,
which seem to be dictated to women. The lens-based artist Sonia Khurana took a
radical step, in her performance - video Bird. She presents her own overweight naked
body to propose a natural and unbiased approach of the female body and addresses
concerns related to materialistic and bodily limitations.
The present thesis focuses on the female body and its various forms of illustration in
contemporary Indian art. It will analyze how the female shape materializes in assorted
forms to serve as a symbol from contest to celebration. Several questions of form and
application of the female body are raised. How is it described, positioned and used in
contemporary Indian art and what significance does it take in Indian culture? How
do female artists represent women and does the video Bird exemplify a new form of
body understanding that frees the women’s figure from its usual voyeuristic and sexual
connotation and repositions it as a symbol of universal matter?
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